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Abstract Seasonal, interannual, and decadal variations in the Arctic ice‐algal productivity for
1980–2009 are investigated using daily outputs from five sea ice‐ocean ecosystem models participating in
the Forum for Arctic Modeling and Observational Synthesis project. The models show a shelf‐basin
contrast in the spatial distribution of ice‐algal productivity (ice‐PP). The simulated ice‐PP substantially
varies among the four subregions (Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin, Eurasian Basin, and Barents Sea)
and among the five models, respectively. The simulated annual total ice‐PP has no common decadal
trend at least for 1980–2009 among the five models in any of the four subregions, although the
simulated snow depth and sea‐ice thickness in spring are mostly declining. The model intercomparison
indicates that an appropriate balance of stable ice‐algal habitat (i.e., sea‐ice cover) and enough
light availability is necessary to retain the ice‐PP. The multi‐model averages show that the ice‐algal
bloom timing shifts to an earlier date and that the bloom duration shortens in the four subregions.
However, both the positive and negative decadal trends in the timing and duration are simulated.
This difference in trends are attributed to temporal shifts among different types of ice‐algal blooms:
long‐massive, short‐massive, long‐gentle, and short‐gentle bloom. The selected value for the maximum
growth rate of the ice‐algal photosynthesis term is a key source for the inter‐model spreads.
Understanding the simulated uncertainties on the pan‐Arctic and decadal scales is expected to improve
coupled sea ice‐ocean ecosystem models. This step will be a baseline for further modeling/field studies
and future projections.

1. Introduction

Responses of the marine biogeochemical cycle to the Arctic sea‐ice decline have become an important
topic for a variety of scientific, social, and economic communities. Primary production (PP) of phytoplank-
ton is suggested to continuously increase associated with the reduction in sea‐ice extent over the Arctic
shelves (Arrigo & van Dijken, 2015) as long as nutrients are available (Tremblay et al., 2015). Sea‐ice algae
are also important for the biological pump of CO2, because the sinking of ice‐algal assemblages to the deep
seafloors is considered to be much faster than that of pelagic plankton species (Boetius et al., 2013). Ice
algae are an essential food source for zooplankton and benthos in the marginal sea‐ice zone (Michel
et al., 1996; Schollmeier et al., 2018). Generally, sea‐ice decline plays increasing and decreasing roles in
ice‐algal biomass. Snow and sea‐ice thinning enhances light penetration into the skeletal layer at the sea
ice‐ocean interface. On the other hand, reduction in net thermal ice growth (i.e., freezing minus melting)
restricts nutrient availability due to dilution with fresh meltwater and a corresponding more‐stratified sur-
face layer. Ice‐algal habitat itself is lost directly by the shrinking of sea‐ice area. Therefore, impacts of sea‐
ice decline on ice‐algal productivity should be evaluated from multiple views covering the pan‐Arctic
region on decadal timescales.
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Numerical modeling is a powerful tool to estimate the impacts of sea‐ice decline on ice‐algal productivity
and identify the relative contribution of physical and biogeochemical factors. Sea‐ice ecosystemmodels have
a long history of development. Most previous works have been conducted on one‐dimensional landfast ice
fields in the Antarctic (Arrigo et al., 1993), Lake Saroma of Hokkaido, Japan (Nishi & Tabeta, 2005),
Canadian Arctic Resolute (Lavoie et al., 2005; Mortenson et al., 2017), and Point Barrow north of Alaska
(Jin et al., 2006). According to these studies, the complicated ice‐algal processes have been numerically for-
mulated in various ways. In recent years, the model domains extended from a single landfast ice station to
the pan‐Arctic scale (Castellani et al., 2017; Deal et al., 2011; Hayashida et al., 2019; Watanabe et al.,
2015). Decadal simulations in the three‐dimensional framework are also performed by several research
groups. Dupont (2012) set up a pan‐Arctic regional modeling for 1950–2006 and estimated that the relative
contribution of ice algae to total PP could be 40% in the central Arctic Ocean. A global model experiment
provided annual total ice‐algal production of 21.3 Tg C in the Northern Hemisphere for 1998–2007 (cf. phy-
toplankton production of 413 ± 88 Tg C in the uppermost 100 m within the Arctic Circle) (Jin et al., 2012).
These decadal simulations enabled statistical analyses on interannual variability in sea‐ice area and ice‐algal
productivity. For example, Dupont (2012) indicates that extensive sea‐ice area is preferable for ice‐algal
activity, based on a positive correlation between September ice cover and yearly ice‐algal production in
the Arctic Ocean. Conversely, sea‐ice decline sometimes enhances the productivity, since a correlation
between annual averages of the pan‐Arctic sea‐ice area and ice‐algal production was negative in Jin, Deal,
et al. (2012). As shown in these studies, ice‐algal sensitivity to sea‐ice cover is highly variable due to com-
bined effects of light intensity and nutrient availability at the sea ice‐ocean interface.

The Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (AOMIP) and a subsequent Forum for Arctic Ocean
Modeling and Observational Synthesis (FAMOS) project have provided opportunities to capture the pre-
sent status and uncertainty of global and pan‐Arctic sea ice‐ocean models (Proshutinsky et al., 2016).
The first intercomparison of marine ecosystem models including the entire Arctic Ocean revealed that
nutrient availability in the euphotic zone associated with surface mixed‐layer depths was a crucial factor
for inconsistencies in pelagic PP for the five models tested (Popova et al., 2012). The assessment of 21 mod-
els with an in situ biogeochemical database for 1959–2011 indicated that the model skill of PP was greater
in the central Arctic basin than in the shallow shelves (Lee et al., 2016). Both studies reported biases of the
simulated sea‐ice cover and ocean nitrate. An intercomparison with three models suggested that the rela-
tive contribution of the under‐ice bloom to the annual total PP were correlated with the duration of the
sea‐ice cover in several Arctic regions and on a decadal timescale (Jin et al., 2016). The subsurface Chl‐a
maximum (SCM) in the Canada Basin was compared among six Earth System Models (ESMs) participating
in the 5th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and three sea ice‐ocean models (Steiner et al.,
2016). Whereas a few models simulating anomalous nutrients in the ocean surface layer failed to represent
the SCM, most models produced the nutricline and SCM deepening due to the enhanced wind‐driven
Ekman convergence in a future climate scenario. Vancoppenolle, Bopp, et al. (2013) revealed that disagree-
ment of the future PP trend in the water column projected by the 11 CMIP5 models was attributed to inter‐
model spread of nitrate availability. More recently, a non‐linear response of the ice‐algal phenology to the
CMIP5‐derived physical variables was projected under warming climate in a sea‐ice biogeochemical model
(Tedesco et al., 2019).

In the present study, a multi‐model intercomparison of Arctic ice‐algal productivity is conducted as a subject
of the FAMOS Phase II biogeochemical working group (https://famosarctic.com/index.html). Themain pur-
pose of this intercomparison is to estimate potential uncertainties of the ice‐algal productivity and to explore
controlling factors for variability of the ice‐algal productivity on seasonal, interannual, and decadal time-
scales. Simulated variables for 1980–2009 are analyzed in four subregions: Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin,
Eurasian Basin, and Barents Sea. Net primary production of ice algae (i.e., photosynthesis minus respiration)
is referred to as ice‐PP, hereafter. Configuration and experimental design of the five models developed in
Japan, Canada, and the United States are described in section 2. The pan‐Arctic spatial distributions of
the simulated ice‐PP, sea‐ice thickness, and nitrate concentrations in the ocean surface layer are compared
in section 3. Seasonal transitions in the ice‐PP and potential key factors in the four subregions are investi-
gated in section 4. The analysis extends to interannual and decadal variability in section 5. The bloom timing
and duration are discussed in section 6. The obtained findings and future perspective are summarized in
section 7.
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2. Model Configuration and Experimental Design

The present study analyzed daily outputs of five models developed in the Japan Agency for Marine‐Earth
Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), the University of
Victoria (UVic), and the University of Washington (UW). Two packages of global and regional versions
are provided by the UAF. The other three data sets are produced by pan‐Arctic regional models. Model con-
figuration, grid size, atmospheric forcing, initial nutrient conditions, and major ecosystem variables are
listed in Tables 1 and 2. More details are described in the following subsections. For reference, previous ver-
sions of the UAF and UW models participated in multi‐model intercomparison studies of pelagic primary
productivity (Lee et al., 2016; Popova et al., 2012).

2.1. The JAMSTEC Model

The Arctic and North Pacific Ecosystem Model for Understanding Regional Oceanography (Arctic
NEMURO) is developed at the JAMSTEC (Watanabe et al., 2015). The detailed configuration of the original
NEMUROmodel, which represents three nutrients (nitrate, ammonium, and silicate), five pelagic plankton
groups (diatoms, flagellates, micro‐zooplankton, copepod, and predator zooplankton), dissolved organic
nitrogen, particulate organic nitrogen (PON), and opal (OPL), is described in Kishi et al. (2007). The latest
version of the Arctic NEMURO includes ice algae, ice‐related fauna, and faster‐sinking biogenic particles
derived from the sea‐ice ecosystem (fPON and fOPL) (Watanabe et al., 2015). The physical part of the coupled
sea ice‐oceanmodel is the Center for Climate SystemResearchOceanComponentModel (COCO) version 4.9
(Hasumi, 2006). The sea‐ice component adopts a seven category distributions of sub‐grid snow depth and sea‐
ice thickness with a one‐layer thermodynamic formulation (Bitz et al., 2001; Bitz & Lipscomb, 1999;
Lipscomb, 2001) and elastic‐viscous‐plastic (EVP) rheology (Hunke & Dukowicz, 1997).

The model and experimental design follow Watanabe et al. (2014, 2015) except for the grid size and integra-
tion period. The model domain covers the entire Arctic Ocean, the Nordic seas, and the North Atlantic north
of 45°N. Themodel is configured in the spherical coordinate system rotated by 90° so that the singular points
(i.e., the North and South Poles of the model grid) are located at the equator. The horizontal resolution is
1/4° (approximately 25 km) in the rotated coordinate. This configuration is composed of 280 × 200 horizon-
tal grid points and 28 vertical levels. The layer thickness varies from 2 m in the uppermost layer to 500 m
below 1,000 m depth.

The spin‐up experiment initiated with no sea ice, no ocean current, and temperature and salinity fields of the
Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC) version 3.0 (Steele et al., 2001) is conducted for 10
years under the atmospheric conditions in 1979. The decadal experiment from 1979 to 2013 is then per-
formed. The atmospheric forcing components are constructed from the Climate Forecast System
Reanalysis (CFSR: 1979–2010) and version 2 (CFSv2: 2011–2013) 6 hourly data set of the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Saha et al., 2010) (hereafter, CFSR). The Bering Strait throughflow
is given by idealized seasonal cycles of velocity, temperature, and salinity based on Woodgate et al. (2005).
The monthly climatology data of nitrate and silicate concentrations from the World Ocean Atlas 2013
(WOA13) (Garcia et al., 2013) are used for a restoring along the lateral boundary region of themodel domain,
and the winter climatology is assigned for the initial fields of ocean nutrients in 1979. Sea‐ice nutrients are
initially non‐existent in the skeletal layer, and the lowest ice‐algal concentration of 0.02mmol Nm−3 is given
for seeding.

2.2. The University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF‐G, UAF‐R) Models

The UAF simulations are based on a common marine biogeochemical module (Jin, Deal, et al., 2012; Moore
et al., 2004), which is incorporated into the global Community Earth System Model (CESM) (Moore et al.,
2013) and the Regional Arctic System Model (RASM) (http://www.oc.nps.edu/NAME/RASM_PhaseIII.
html), respectively. The detailed model configuration and experimental design of both the global and regio-
nal frameworks were introduced in Jin et al. (2018). The sea‐ice ecosystem consists of ice algae and three
nutrients (nitrate, ammonium, and silicate) (Jin et al., 2006). The pelagic variables include three phytoplank-
ton groups (diatoms, flagellates, and diazotrophs), one zooplankton group, and four nutrients (nitrate,
ammonium, phosphate, and silicate). The physical component is the Parallel Ocean Program (POP)‐CICE
model originally developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. A sea‐ice module with five thickness
categories and four‐layer thermodynamics is adopted (Bitz & Lipscomb, 1999). The RASM developed at
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the Naval Postgraduate School added several adjustments such as a brine‐rejection parameterization (Jin,
Hutchings, et al., 2012), explicit level‐ice ponds (Hunke et al., 2013), the elastic‐anistropic‐plastic sea‐ice
rheology (Wilchinsky & Feltham, 2004).

The global version based on the CESM framework (named “UAF‐G,” hereafter) is composed of 320 × 384
horizontal grid points, where the North Pole of the model grid is moved to Greenland. The Northern
Hemisphere grid size ranges from 18 km along the Greenland coast to 62 km at the Bering Strait and 85
km at the equator. The vertical grid consists of 40 levels whose thickness varies from 10 to 250 m. The regio-
nal version based on the RASM framework (named “UAF‐R,” hereafter) is composed of 1,280 × 720 grid
points north of 30°N, where the North Pole of the model grid is located at the equator. The horizontal reso-
lution is 1/12° (approximately 9 km) in the rotated spherical coordinate. There are 45 vertical layers whose
thickness ranges from 5 to 250 m.

After spin‐up experiments for 1965–1974 initiated with no ocean current, both the global and regional mod-
els were integrated from 1975 to 2009, driven by atmospheric forcing data of the Coordinated Ocean‐ice
Reference Experiments Phase II (CORE II) (Large & Yeager, 2009). The initial fields are obtained from
the PHC3.0 (Steele et al., 2001) for temperature and salinity, the WOA13 (Garcia et al., 2013) for nitrate
and silicate concentrations, and a previous CESM simulation (Moore et al., 2013) for other biogeochemical
constituents. Temperature and salinity along the RASM lateral boundaries are restored to the PHC
monthly climatology.

2.3. The UVic Model

The sea‐ice ecosystem model used at the UVic is the Canadian Sea‐ice Biogeochemistry model version 1
(CSIB v1) coupled with a modified version from the Canadian Ocean Ecosystem model (CanOE)
(Hayashida et al., 2019). The sea‐ice ecosystem consists of ice algae, nitrate, and ammonium (Hayashida
et al., 2017; Mortenson et al., 2017). CanOE is developed at the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling

Table 1
Experimental Information of the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, UAF‐R, UVic, and UW Models

JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Physics COCO CESM RASM NEMO PIOMAS
Ecosystem Ice Watanabe et al. (2015) Jin et al. (2006) Jin et al. (2006) Hayashida (2018) Jin et al. (2006)

Ocean NEMUROa Moore et al. (2013) Moore et al. (2013) CanOE NEMUROa

Domain Pan‐Arcticb Global Pan‐Arctic Pan‐Arcticc Pan‐Arctic
(45–90°N) (30–90°N) (45–90°N) (39–90°N)

Grid size (H) 25 km 18–85 km 9 km 10–15 km 2–80 km
Grid size (V) 2–500 m 10–250 m 5–250 m 1–255 m 5–600 m

(28 layers) (60 layers) (45 layers) (46 layers) (40 layers)
Atom. forcing NCEP‐CFSR CORE II CORE II DFS NCEP‐CFSR
Initial nutrient WOA13 WOA13 WOA13 GLODAPv2 WOA05
Reference Watanabe et al. (2015) Jin et al. (2018) Jin et al. (2018) Hayashida (2018) Zhang et al. (2015)

aNEMURO model was upgraded at JAMSTEC and UW, respectively bOnly north of Bering Strait in Pacific side. cOnly north of Bering Sea in Pacific side.

Table 2
Major Ecosystem Variables of the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, UAF‐R, UVic, and UW Models

JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Ice algae (IA) 1 1 1 1 2
Ice‐related fauna —

a
— — — —

Phytoplankton 2 3 3 2 2
Zooplankton 3 1 1 2 3
Nutrient NO3, NH4, Si NO3, NH4, PO4, Si NO3, NH4, PO4, Si NO3, NH4 NO3, NH4, Si
Iron limitation for IA No No No No No
Dissolved organic matter DON DOC DOC — DON
Particulate organic matter fPON, sPON POC POC small POC, large POC PON

aIncluded in the model formulation, but its biomass is kept at zero.
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and Analysis for the latest version of the Canadian Earth System Model (Arora et al., 2011) and simulates
lower‐trophic level pelagic ecosystem (two phytoplankton and two zooplankton groups) and biogeochemical
cycling of key elements (e.g., nitrogen and carbon) (Hayashida, 2018). The physical component is theNucleus
for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) numerical framework version 3.4 including the Océan
PArallélisé (OPA) (Madec, 2008) and the Louvain‐la‐Neuve sea‐ice model version 2 (LIM2) (Fichefet &
Maqueda, 1997). LIM2 adopts a two‐layer thermodynamic scheme and the EVP rheology.

The model domain and resolution are based on the North Atlantic and Arctic (NAA) configuration devel-
oped at the University of Alberta (Hu & Myers, 2013). The NAA domain covers the northern Bering Sea,
the Arctic Ocean, the Nordic seas, and a part of the North Atlantic (>45°N). The horizontal resolution of
568 × 400 grid points varies from 10 km along the North American boundary to 14.5 km along the
Eurasian boundary in a curvilinear orthogonal coordinate system. The ocean is divided into 46 vertical levels
with variable thickness of 1–255 m. The vertical resolution in the upper layers is finer than that of the origi-
nal NAA configuration.

The hydrographic variables are initialized from rest with temperature and salinity fields in January 1969,
which are derived from the Ocean Reanalysis System version 4 (ORAS4) (Balmaseda et al., 2013). The initial
snow depth, sea‐ice thickness, and sea‐ice concentration are set to 0.1 m, 2.5 m, and 0.95, respectively, for
grid cells where sea surface temperature anomaly from the seawater freezing point is within 2 °C.
Elsewhere, these values are set to zero. The initial nitrate concentration is constructed from a gridded com-
posite field of the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project version 2 (GLODAPv2) (Lauvset et al., 2016). The
initial concentrations of sea‐ice biogeochemical variables are set to the same values as those in the upper-
most ocean layer. After a spin‐up experiment for 1969–1978, the model is integrated from 1979 to 2015.
The atmospheric conditions are obtained from the Drakkar Forcing Set (DFS) version 5.2 (Dussin et al.,
2016) based on a blend of the ERA‐40 and ERA‐Interim reanalysis products (Dee et al., 2011; Uppala
et al., 2005). Open boundary conditions with the monthly mean horizontal ocean velocity, temperature,
and salinity fields of the ORAS4 are applied using a radiation‐relaxation algorithm (Madec, 2008) in the
Bering Sea and the North Atlantic. The boundary conditions for marine biogeochemical variables are the
same as their initial conditions.

2.4. The University of Washington (UW) Model

The coupled pan‐Arctic Biology‐Ice‐Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (BIOMAS) developed at the
UWhas a pelagic ecosystemmodel modified from the original NEMURO (Kishi et al., 2007). The model con-
figuration and experimental design follow Zhang et al. (2010, 2015), whereas their previous experiments did
not include sea‐ice biogeochemistry. The sea‐ice ecosystem has two ice algae groups (i.e., diatoms and flagel-
lates) with three nutrients (nitrate, ammonium, and silicate). Exchange of biogeochemical variables at the
sea ice‐ocean interface is formulated as in Jin et al. (2006). The physical ocean model is the modified POP
(Zhang & Steele, 2007). The sea‐ice scheme is formulated with eight category distributions of snow depth,
sea‐ice thickness, and sea‐ice enthalpy (Zhang & Rothrock, 2003). The assimilation option of satellite‐based
sea‐ice concentration and sea surface temperature (Schweiger et al., 2011) is also applied.

The model domain covers the Northern Hemisphere north of 39°N. The generalized orthogonal curvilinear
coordinate system has a horizontal dimension of 600 × 300 grid points. The North Pole of the BIOMAS grid is
placed in Alaska so that the model has its highest horizontal resolution in the Chukchi, Beaufort, and Bering
seas. The model resolution averaged in the Alaskan coastal area is approximately 4 km. There are 40 vertical
levels whose layer thickness ranges from 5 to 600 m. The ocean velocity, temperature, salinity, and sea sur-
face height from the Global Ice‐Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (GIOMAS) (Zhang & Rothrock,
2003) are used as open boundary conditions for the southern edges of the model domain. In addition, nitrate
and silicate concentrations along the open boundaries are restored to the World Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05)
monthly climatology (Garcia et al., 2006).

The model is integrated from 1979 to 2016, driven by the CFSR atmospheric forcing. The initial conditions of
sea‐ice and ocean variables in 1979 are obtained from the GIOMAS integration starting from 1948 (Zhang &
Rothrock, 2003) and the January climatology fields of the WOA05 nitrate and silicate concentrations. The
initial conditions of other biogeochemical variables in the upper 200 m are given by a uniform distribution
(0.02 mmol N m−3; 0.02 mmol Si m−3).
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2.5. Overview of Ice Algae Model and Experimental Design

The ice‐algal biomass budget in the five models is mostly composed of (1) photosynthesis, (2) respiration, (3)
mortality, (4) excretion, (5) zooplankton grazing, (6) meltwater‐induced release from the skeletal layer, and
(7) lateral advection. In the present study, (1) and (2) are combined as the ice‐PP. The sink terms of (3)–(6)
and the lateral advection are not directly compared in the present study. The photosynthesis term per unit
biomass is formulated with a maximum growth rate (Vmaxi) multiplied by limitation factors of light and
nutrient. The Vmaxi value of 1.2 day

−1 in the JAMSTECmodel is based on a collaborative study withmooring
measurements around the Chukchi Borderland (unpublished). 1.44 day−1 in the UAF‐G andUAF‐Rmodels,
0.85 day−1 in the UVic model, and 4.0 day−1 in the UWmodel are derived from Jin et al. (2006), Lavoie et al.
(2005), and Gradinger (2009), respectively. Light intensity at the skeletal layer is given by downward short-
wave radiation from atmosphere, snow/ice surface albedo, snow depth, sea‐ice thickness, and empirical
extinction rates. In the JAMSTEC model, horizontal scattering of shortwave radiation absorbed by open
leads contributes to the light availability, and a strong light inhibition is applied to ice algae as well as pelagic
phytoplankton (Kishi et al., 2007). The five models commonly employ theMichaelis‐Menten function for the
nutrient limitation factor. The JAMSTEC model applies nutrient entrainment due to sea‐ice freezing,
instead of vertical diffusive fluxes, and a hybrid uptake of sea ice and ocean surface nutrients (Watanabe
et al., 2015). Multi‐layer habitats, sediment shading, salinity stress, and iron limitation proposed in previous
studies (e.g., Vancoppenolle, Meiners, et al., 2013) might also be important for the ice‐PP but are not incor-
porated in any of the five models.

In general, the simulated spatial distribution of ocean nutrients is strongly influenced by the horizontal reso-
lution, as indicated in a previous intercomparison between two versions of the UAFmodels (Jin et al., 2018).
The coarser‐resolution models occasionally cause excessive numerical diffusion of shelf‐origin nutrient‐rich
water toward the central basin. There is a difference in the nutrient data set for initial condition (Table 1).
Since the gridded composite field of the GLODAPv2 product includes missing values especially in the central
basin and the deeper layers, spatial interpolation was applied for the UVic experiment. Whereas we do not
judge which data set is more preferable for our experiments in the present study, the impact of the initial
nutrient difference would be much smaller than that in the CMIP5 simulations after >1,000‐year spin‐up
(Vancoppenolle, Bopp, et al., 2013). Besides, it should be noted that in the JAMSTECmodel, nutrient restor-
ing to the WOA13 monthly climatology at the Bering Strait dampens the interannual and decadal variability
in the western Arctic. Similarly, the UVic model has a lateral boundary in the Bering Sea, where the nitrate
concentration is prescribed to the GLODAPv2 annual climatology. Since atmospheric forcing components
for the sea ice‐ocean models (Table 1) are derived from the reanalysis data sets (i.e., NCEP‐CFSR, CORE
II, and DFS), which reflect the satellite‐based sea‐ice concentration (SIC), the simulated sea‐ice cover is
expected to vary in phase on seasonal, interannual, and decadal timescales. Slight differences in radiation
and precipitation forcing might cause some inter‐model spread of sea‐ice thickness, snow depth, and
nutrient distributions.

While a variety of model configuration, grid size, initial and lateral boundary conditions, and atmospheric
forcing are adopted, this intercomparison framework without any arbitrary choices of experimental designs
is rather favorable to estimate a potential range of the ice‐PP uncertainty.

2.6. Observational Data for Model Validation

In contrast to pelagic phytoplankton, ice‐algal properties are not principally measured by satellite remote
sensing, and data availability is spotty. In the present study, the simulated ice‐PP is compared with available
literature values from in situ sampling. For example, the trans‐Arctic expedition onboard the U.S. icebreaker
Polar Sea created the ice‐PP data set in July–August 1994 (Gosselin et al., 1997). The Shelf‐Basin Interaction
(SBI) campaign provided another cruise opportunity of ice‐algal measurements onboard the U.S. icebreaker
Healy along the Chukchi and Beaufort shelf slope in May–June 2002 (Gradinger, 2009). These estimates are
called as PS94 and HL02, respectively, hereafter. Other data sources mainly based on Leu et al. (2015) are
also referred to in the following sections. For unit conversion, the relationship of 1 mmol N = 80 mg C =
1.6 mg Chl is assumed using a C/Chl mass ratio of 50 and a C/N Redfield ratio of 6.625, as in Watanabe
et al. (2015) for simplicity, although the observed ice‐algal metabolism has variable ratios depending on light
and nutrient availability (Vancoppenolle, Meiners, et al., 2013; Niemi & Michel, 2015). Note that a variable
C/Chl ratio is adopted only in the UAF models.
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The simulated SIC is evaluated by two products of the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), which are
derived from the Bootstrap and NASA Team algorithms, respectively. The Climate Data Record of Passive
Microwave Sea Ice Concentration version 3 data set was downloaded from the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC) website (http://nsidc.org/data/G02202). The SIC below 0.15 is set to zero based on a tradi-
tional approach (Parkinson & Cavalieri, 2008). The missing values due to orbital restriction and sensor trou-
bles are excluded from the calculation of spatial and temporal averages.

The simulated snow depth on sea ice is compared with the Arctic Meteorology and Climate Atlas complied
by the Environmental Working Group (EWG). This atlas includes Arctic snow depth fields north of 70°N
based on field measurements for 1954–1991 (Warren et al., 1999). Gridded monthly climatology data were
downloaded from the NSIDC website (https://nsidc.org/data/G01938).

The simulated sea‐ice thickness is compared with the Unified Sea Ice Thickness Climate Data Record com-
plied at the University of Washington (Lindsay & Schweiger, 2013). Two submarine‐based data sets labeled
as “US‐Subs‐An” and “US‐Subs‐Dg,” respectively (http://psc.apl.uw.edu/sea_ice_cdr/), were downloaded
from the NSIDC website (https://nsidc.org/data/G10006). The sea‐ice draft for 1980–2009 are chosen and
named as “USSUB” for comparison. Since spatial coverage of these data is confined to the central Arctic
basins, we added the CryoSat‐2 (CS‐2) spring (March–April) and fall (October–November) composites in
each year of 2010–2016 (Laxon et al., 2013). The pan‐Arctic gridded data set was downloaded from the
Centre for Polar Observation and Modelling Data Portal (http://www.cpom.ucl.ac.uk/csopr/seaice.html).
Since the data period does not cover the model intercomparison target (i.e., 1980–2009), a degree of temporal
biases might be present in the assessment.

The simulated nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer is evaluated using the GLODAPv2 product
(Olsen et al., 2016). The “Merged and Adjusted Data Product” (GLODAPv2.2019_Arctic Ocean.csv) was
downloaded from the GLODAP website (https://www.glodap.info/). The station data at the depth of 0–2
m for 1980–2009 were chosen. Since the gridded version of the GLODAPv2 package includes numerous
missing values in the central Arctic basins, the WOA13 seasonal climatology (Garcia et al., 2013) is
included for comparison. The winter (January–March), spring (April–June), summer (July–September),
and autumn (October–December) fields were downloaded from the NOAA National Oceanographic
Data Center (https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/woa13/).

3. Pan‐Arctic Distribution of Ice‐Algal Productivity

The pan‐Arctic spatial pattern of annual total ice‐PP (i.e., photosynthesis minus respiration of ice algae as
introduced in sections 1 and 2.5) averaged for 1980–2009 is commonly characterized by a shelf‐basin contrast
(Figure 1a). Higher productivity is simulated especially in the Chukchi Sea, the Laptev Sea, and the
Canadian Polar Shelf. The ice‐PP in the central Arctic Ocean is clearly low. The UAF‐G and UAF‐R models
simulate more ice‐PP in the Bering Sea than in the Chukchi Sea. The ice‐PP in the UWmodel is considerably
higher than the other models in most Arctic regions.

Here the Entire Arctic region is defined by the southern boundary of 66°N in the Pacific side and 80°N for
90°W–10°E in the Atlantic side (Figure 2). The Bering Sea, the Baffin Bay, and the Nordic seas are excluded
for the main analyses. The Arctic Continental Shelf and Central Basin regions are separated by the 1,000 m
isobath (Figure 2). The total area of the defined Entire Arctic, Continental Shelf, and Central Basin regions
in the five models is 10.12–10.71, 5.90–6.56, and 4.12–4.22 Mkm2 (=106 km2), respectively (Table 3). In this
definition, the shelf region is 1.5 times wider than the central basin. The simulated annual total ice‐PP in the
Entire Arctic region broadly varies from 2.79 ± 0.33 Tg C in the UAF‐Gmodel to 21.35 ± 3.87 Tg C in the UW
model (Table 3). The simulated range is comparable with previous pan‐Arctic estimates of 9–73 Tg C
(Legendre et al., 1992), 15.1 Tg C (Deal et al., 2011), and 21.3 Tg C (Jin, Deal, et al., 2012), although our target
region and period are smaller and longer, respectively.

Insufficient observational data of annual total ice‐PP on longer timescales prevent confident validation of
the model outputs. At this stage it is meaningful to understand potential uncertainties quantitatively and
assess the relationship with controlling factors based on a multi‐model intercomparison as a preliminary
step. The ice‐PP averaged in a specific region depends on a combination of light intensity and nutrient con-
tents at the sea ice‐ocean interface in addition to total ice area for ice‐algal habitat. Here, spatial distributions
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and regional averages of the annual mean sea‐ice thickness and nitrate concentration in the ocean surface
layer are evaluated.

The sea‐ice thickness and edge are similar in the five models (Figure 1b). The UAF‐G, UAF‐R, UVic, and
UW models produce multi‐year ice thicker than 3 m north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA),
whereas thinner ice is simulated in the JAMSTEC model. The validation with submarine and satellite data
is addressed in section 4. The sea‐ice margin defined using the SIC of 0.15 is similarly located in all five mod-
els and the SSM/I products in September (Figure 1b). The location of the simulated sea‐ice margin is largely
controlled by the atmospheric reanalysis forcing data such as surface air temperature. No sensitivity of sea‐
ice thickness to the atmospheric forcing or horizontal resolution is seen within this comparison (Figure 1b,
Table 3).

The nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer also shows a shelf‐basin contrast (Figure 1c, Table 3).
This feature is quite vivid in the UW model, which has fine horizontal resolution in the Chukchi Sea. The
minimum concentration is located around the Canada Basin, except in the UAF‐G model that produces a
ridge‐like structure from the East Siberian Sea to the CAA. It is well known that anti‐cyclonic wind asso-
ciated with the Beaufort High accumulates oligotrophic fresher water inside the central Canada Basin

Figure 1. The pan‐Arctic spatial distribution of (a) ice‐PP (mmol Nm−2), (b) sea‐ice thickness (m), and (c) nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol N
m−3) simulated in the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, UAF‐R, UVic, and UW models. The annual (a) total and (b–c) mean values averaged for 1980–2009 are shown. The
original outputs in each model are remapped to a common polar‐stereo coordinate for comparison in this figure. White contours show seafloor depths of 100, 1,000,
and 3,000m, respectively. In (b), sea‐ice margin defined by sea‐ice concentration of 0.15 in September is overlaid: Red contours correspond to eachmodel result, and
black inner (outer) contours denote the SSM/I product derived from the Bootstrap (NASA Team) algorithm. In (c), theWOA13 nitrate concentration of 5 mmol Nm
−3 is overlaid by black contours.
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(McLaughlin & Carmack, 2010; Proshutinsky et al., 2002). However, as described in section 2.5 and Jin et al.
(2018), the Arctic grid size of 18–62 km in the UAF‐G model would be insufficient to keep steep isopyncal
front along the shelf‐basin boundary, in contrast to the UAF‐R model. According to the WOA13 annual cli-
matology, nitrate concentrations higher than 5mmol Nm−3 are seen in the Chukchi Sea and the Nordic seas
(Figure 1c). An obvious discrepancy between the simulated and WOA13 values remains over the Siberian

Figure 2. The Arctic Continental Shelf and Central Basin regions defined in section 3 are shown by yellow and blue
shades, respectively. The Chukchi Sea (CS), Canada Basin (CB), Eurasian Basin (EB), and Barents Sea (BS) regions
defined in section 4 are enclosed by magenta contours, respectively. Black contours denote the seafloor depth of 1,000 m.

Table 3
Ice‐PP, Sea‐Ice Thickness, and Ocean Surface Nitrate Are Integrated (Only For Ice‐PP) or Averaged in the Entire Arctic, Continental Shelf, and Central Basin
Regions, Respectively

JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Area total ice‐PP (Tg C) Entire Arctic 9.03 ± 1.62 2.79 ± 0.33 3.90 ± 0.46 5.15 ± 1.83 21.35 ± 3.87
Continental Shelf 8.16 ± 1.64 1.84 ± 0.23 3.02 ± 0.39 4.89 ± 1.69 16.55 ± 3.39
Central Basin 0.88 ± 0.56 0.95 ± 0.15 0.88 ± 0.14 0.26 ± 0.25 4.80 ± 0.86

Shelf/Basin ratio 9.27 1.94 3.43 18.81 3.45
Area mean ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) Entire Arctic 10.54 ± 1.89 3.45 ± 0.41 4.72 ± 0.56 6.26 ± 2.22 25.93 ± 4.70

Continental Shelf 15.55 ± 3.13 3.90 ± 0.48 6.10 ± 0.78 9.93 ± 3.43 33.52 ± 6.86
Central Basin 2.63 ± 1.70 2.83 ± 0.44 2.66 ± 0.42 0.80 ± 0.74 14.56 ± 2.61

Shelf/Basin ratio 5.91 1.38 2.29 12.41 2.30
Sea‐ice thickness (m) Entire Arctic 1.41 ± 0.14 1.62 ± 0.17 1.70 ± 0.21 1.58 ± 0.21 1.95 ± 0.17

Continental Shelf 1.14 ± 0.14 1.42 ± 0.13 1.56 ± 0.17 1.20 ± 0.18 1.56 ± 0.17
Central Basin 1.85 ± 0.14 1.91 ± 0.24 1.91 ± 0.27 2.15 ± 0.27 2.53 ± 0.17

Shelf/Basin ratio 0.62 0.74 0.82 0.56 0.62
Ocean surface nitrate (mmol N m−3) Entire Arctic 4.29 ± 0.50 3.69 ± 0.61 4.53 ± 0.46 3.69 ± 0.13 4.76 ± 1.65

Continental Shelf 5.06 ± 0.55 3.63 ± 0.30 5.63 ± 0.36 4.57 ± 0.30 7.26 ± 2.73
Central Basin 3.07 ± 0.62 3.77 ± 1.06 2.88 ± 0.74 2.38 ± 0.23 1.01 ± 0.14

Shelf/Basin ratio 1.65 0.96 1.95 1.92 7.19
Total area (Mkm2) (=106 km2) Entire Arctic 10.71 10.12 10.33 10.28 10.29

Continental Shelf 6.56 5.90 6.19 6.15 6.17
Central Basin 4.15 4.22 4.13 4.12 4.12

Shelf/Basin ratio 1.58 1.40 1.50 1.49 1.50

Note. Annual total ice‐PP, annual mean sea‐ice thickness, and annual mean ocean surface nitrate averaged for 1980–2009 are listed with standard deviation of
interannual variability. Shelf/basin ratio is calculated using each decadal average.
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shelves. It is unclear whether this bias is derived from the model performance or the interpolation of sparse
sampling data for the WOA13 gridded product. A detailed comparison with the GLODAPv2 station data and
the WOA13 seasonal climatology is discussed in section 4.

Annual mean sea‐ice thickness and ocean surface nitrate averaged over the Entire Arctic region are both
slightly larger in the UW model, but no significant differences appear among the five models (Table 3,
Figure 3). With respect to inter‐model spreads, relationships of annual ice‐PP with sea‐ice thickness and
ocean surface nitrate are weak. It is expected that higher ice‐PP in the shelf region is simulated due to a com-
bination of thinner sea ice and nutrient‐rich conditions relative to those in the central basin region (Table 3,
Figure 3). The shelf‐basin ratio of the area total (areamean) ice‐PPwidely varies from 1.94 (1.38) in the UAF‐
Gmodel to 18.81 (12.41) in the UVic model, whereas shelf‐basin contrasts of sea‐ice thickness and ocean sur-
face nitrate have factors of >0.5 and <2.0, respectively, in the five models (Table 3). This indicates high sen-
sitivity of the simulated ice‐PP to differences in annual mean sea‐ice thickness and ocean surface nitrate
potentially controlling light and nutrient limitation terms in the UVic model. On the other hand, a shelf‐
basin ratio of the area mean ice‐PP is 2.30, which is smaller than that of ocean surface nitrate (7.19) in the
UW model in contrast to other models (Table 3: i.e., low sensitivity). Such a situation can occur when the
sufficient nitrate remains (or is replenished) on the shelves after spring bloom.

4. Seasonal Transition

Seasonal transitions in the simulated ice‐PP and potential key factors averaged for 1980–2009 are analyzed.
Light and nutrient limitation factors in the ice‐algal photosynthesis term (i.e., (1) in section 2.5) are functions
of snow depth, sea‐ice thickness, and nitrate conditions at the sea ice‐ocean interface. In addition, the ice‐PP
in each model grid cell depends on the SIC. Therefore, these variables are selected as controlling properties
for ice‐PP in the present study. It should be noted that light intensity entering the ice‐algal habitat is difficult
to be validated using in situ data and is not a simple measure of the light limitation factor due to different
formulations and parameter values among the five models. The simulated values in each model grid are spa-
tially averaged in the four subregions: Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin, Eurasian Basin, and Barents Sea, respec-
tively (Figure 2). Each subregion has unique hydrographic and biogeochemical characteristics influenced by
seafloor depths, Pacific water, Atlantic water, and wind pattern. Hence this method is reasonable to capture
geographical contrasts of ice‐PP and background environments. The exact definition of these regions is
described in the following subsections. The grid numbers in each subregion differ widely among the five
models (Table 4), which adopt a variety of horizontal resolution and coordinate systems (see section 2 and
Table 1). The spatial distribution inside each subregion is not discussed here for simplicity. Sea‐ice properties
in open‐water grid cells are counted as zero values for calculation of the subregion averages presented here.

4.1. Chukchi Sea

The Chukchi Sea region is defined by 155–180°W, 66°N at the southern boundary, and the seafloor depth of
100 m along the Chukchi shelf break (Figure 2). The total area is 0.47–0.52 Mkm2 (Table 4). The total num-
bers of the model grid points vary from 139 in the UAF‐G model to 5,854 in the UAF‐R model.

The simulated ice‐algal spring bloom starts in February–March, immediately after the end of polar night at
this latitude (Figure 4a). The simulated daily productivity reaches its peak in April–May. The growth rate
and peak values are clearly different among the models. The ice‐PP simulated in the UWmodel is character-
ized by the highest spring peak of 1.18 mmol N m−2 day−1 in mid‐May and moderate fall bloom in October.
The JAMSTECmodel also simulates a prominent spring bloom. The peak values in the UAF‐G, UAF‐R, and
UVic models are comparatively small. This range is close to the observational estimates in the northern
Chukchi Sea: the PS94 of 47 ± 46 mg C m−2 day−1 (0.59 ± 0.58 mmol N m−2 day−1) in July–August
(Gosselin et al., 1997) and the HL02 of 20–30 mg C m−2 day−1 (0.25–0.38 mmol N m−2 day−1) in May–
June (Gradinger, 2009). The regional and decadal averages in the five models show negligible ice‐PP for
July–August (Figure 4a). The ice‐algal biomass shows a similar seasonal transition (Figure 4b). However,
the highest spring peak of 5.58 mmol N m−2 is simulated in the UAF‐R model. The peak value in the UW
model is 1.05 mmol N m−2, which is close to the UVic model result (0.79 mmol N m−2). For a reference,
the PS94 campaign reported the biomass of 9.1 mg C m−2 (0.11 mmol N m−2) for the 74–78°N section later
in the season (Gosselin et al., 1997).
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The simulated sea‐ice concentration averaged in the Chukchi Sea region reproduces well the SSM/I
Bootstrap and NASA Team products (Figure 4c). The Chukchi Sea is entirely covered by sea ice from
January to April. The sea‐ice coverage gradually shrinks after early May and is mostly lost in mid‐
September. Although the UVic model keeps the minimum concentration to 0.19, the ice‐PP is not visible
as in the other models for July–August.

The simulated peak of snow depth on sea ice shows a wide range from 0.15 m in the UAF‐Rmodel to 0.45 m
in the JAMSTEC model (Figure 4d). The peak timing is early May in all the models. The subsequent snow
melting for several weeks rapidly enhances light penetration through the underlying sea‐ice column. No
snow cover is simulated for July–September. The simulated snow depth (except for the JAMSTEC model)
is smaller than the EWGmonthly climatology (Warren et al., 1999) throughout the year. However, the latter
data set is compiled using drift station measurements for 1954–1991 and gridded only north of 70°N (at two
points in the Chukchi Sea region). Thus, temporal and spatial biases are possible.

Figure 3. Relationship of annual total ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) with annual mean (a) sea‐ice thickness (m) and (b) nitrate
concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol N m−3) simulated in the (orange) JAMSTEC, (brown) UAF‐G, (magenta)
UAF‐R, (green) UVic, and (blue) UW models. The decadal mean values for 1980–2009 (a) integrated and (b) averaged in
the entire Arctic region are plotted by symbols, and those standard deviation of interannual variability are shown by error
bars. Variables in (c–d) are same as those in (a–b) except the (circle symbols) Arctic Continental Shelf and (triangle
symbols) Central Basin regions.

Table 4
Total Areas (Mkm2 [=106 km2]) in the Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin, Eurasian Basin, and Barents Sea Regions

JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Chukchi Sea 0.52 (681) 0.47 (139) 0.49 (5,854) 0.50 (2,845) 0.50 (5,583)
Canada Basin 0.88 (1,157) 0.90 (432) 0.91 (10,729) 0.87 (5,276) 0.95 (3,759)
Eurasian Basin 1.14 (1,477) 1.15 (798) 1.20 (14,003) 1.14 (5,958) 1.23 (804)
Barents Sea 1.65 (2,203) 1.55 (784) 1.57 (18,918) 1.62 (8,011) 1.52 (424)

Note. Total numbers of the model grid points in each subregion are shown in parentheses.
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The simulated spring sea ice is thicker than the CS‐2 product (Figure 4e). The peak thickness ranges from
2.05 m in the UAF‐Gmodel to 2.85 m in the UWmodel. Since the average period of 1980–2009 in the models
does not overlap with 2010–2016 in the CS‐2 operation, the trend in sea‐ice decline could account for this
discrepancy. Seasonal transition in sea‐ice thickness is slow relative to the snow depth. Sea‐ice melting

Figure 4. Seasonal transitions in (a) ice‐PP (mmol Nm−2 day−1), (b) ice‐algal biomass (mmol Nm−2), (c) sea‐ice concentration (non‐dimensional (n. d.)), (d) snow
depth (m), (e) sea‐ice thickness (m), (f) nitrate content in the sea‐ice column (mmol Nm−2), and (g) nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol Nm−3)
simulated in the (orange) JAMSTEC, (brown) UAF‐G, (magenta) UAF‐R, (green) UVic, and (blue) UW models. Daily mean values averaged for 1980–2009 and in
the four subregions are shown. The multi‐model averages are plotted by black dashed lines. A thin solid (dashed) line in (c) shows the SSM/I product derived from
the bootstrap (NASA Team) algorithm. In (d), red dots show the EWG monthly climatology. In (e), the USSUB data are plotted by red dots. Black dots show the
CryoSat‐2 March–April and October–November averages in each year of 2010–2016. In (g), the GLODAPv2 data are plotted by red dots. Black symbols show the
WOA13 seasonal climatology.
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continues for May–September. The simulated thickness in the fall season is comparable with the CS‐2. The
ranking of sea‐ice thickness among the models is different from that of snow depth, partly because heavy
snow cover sometimes restricts thermal sea‐ice growth. The summer reduction in sea‐ice thickness is the lar-
gest in the UW model. In general, the higher melting rate promotes release of ice algae from the
skeletal layer.

The nitrate concentration vertically integrated in the sea‐ice column shows two types of seasonal transition
(Figure 4f). After nutrient uptake of ice algae at the initial stage of spring bloom, the nitrate content recovers
around April in the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, and UAF‐R models. The remineralization process from organic
materials accounts for the second peak in these models (not shown). This double spring peak is not seen in
the UVic and UWmodels. The annual maximum content ranges from 0.16 mmol N m−2 in the UVic model
to 0.57 mmol N m−2 in the UW model. The sea‐ice nitrate is entirely depleted primarily by both ice‐algal
uptake and meltwater flushing into the underlying ocean layer for July–September in the five models.

The annual maximum nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer also shows a wide range from 5.57
mmol N m−3 in the UVic model to 26.48 mmol N m−3 in the UW model (Figure 4g). Whereas the multi‐
model average is slightly higher than the WOA13 seasonal climatology except the summer value, most
model values are within the GLODAPv2 station data in May. It is suggested that the higher ocean surface
nitrate and sea‐ice freezing rate contribute to more accumulation of sea‐ice nitrate during winter
(Figure 4f) and subsequent massive spring ice‐PP (Figure 4a) in the UWmodel relative to the other models.

4.2. Canada Basin

The Canada Basin region is defined by the seafloor depth of 3,000 m within 100–180°W and 70–85°N
(Figure 2). In the UW model, the water depth of 3,000 m is located between the vertical layer boundaries
of 2,825 and 3,358 m, so 2,825 m is chosen to calculate the area average. This choice causes no crucial bias
as shown in the total area of 0.87–0.95 Mkm2 (Table 4).

The simulated ice‐algal bloom starts inMarch and reaches an ice‐PP peak of 0.01–0.23 mmol Nm−2 day−1 in
April–June (Figure 4a). The ice‐PP is the most prominent in the UWmodel like in the Chukchi Sea. On the
other hand, the ice‐algal biomass peak ranges from 0.09mmol Nm−2 in the UVicmodel to 1.44 mmol Nm−2

in the UAF‐G model (Figure 4b). Compared with the Chukchi Sea averages, the bloom timing is somewhat
later, and the magnitude is substantially lower in the Canada Basin. The fall bloom is visible in the UAF‐G
and UAF‐Rmodels in addition to the UWmodel. To the best of our knowledge, no validation data of the ice‐
PP are available for the Canada Basin region defined in the present study (The PS94 transected west of the
Chukchi Borderland; Gosselin et al., 1997).

Most areas of the Canada Basin are usually covered by sea ice throughout the year (Figure 4c). The multi‐
model average sea‐ice concentration exceeds 0.60 even in September. Whereas the summertime value is
somewhat low relative to the SSM/I products, sea‐ice opening and closing periods are almost the same.
The UVic (UW) model shows a relatively large (small) concentration for July–September. The snow depth
has a wide range of its peak from 0.15 m in the UVic model to 0.33 m in the UAF‐Gmodel (Figure 4d), which
is smaller than the EWG monthly climatology (Warren et al., 1999). The peak timing in late May is a few
weeks later compared to the Chukchi Sea average. The simulated sea‐ice thickness is slightly larger than
the CS‐2 product (Figure 4e) probably because of the same reason for the Chukchi Sea (see section 4.1).
Actually, the simulated values are within the range of the USSUB data.

The sea‐ice nitrate shows a similar seasonal transition with lower peak values relative to the Chukchi Sea
average (Figure 4f). The ocean surface nitrate is not entirely depleted throughout the year in the
JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, and UAF‐Rmodels (Figure 4g). This feature is inconsistent with the GLODAPv2 station
data, whose values are near zero. The multi‐model average is larger than the WOA13 seasonal climatology
except the winter value. The annual peak values differ widely among the models. A possible factor for this
discrepancy is derived from the model's ability to represent shelf‐basin exchange. Higher nitrate concentra-
tion is simulated by the UAF‐G and JAMSTEC models, which have horizontal grid sizes above 20 km in the
western Arctic. A number of previous studies have indicated that the shelf‐basin exchange of hydrographic
and biogeochemical properties across the Chukchi and Beaufort shelf breakwas induced bymesoscale eddies
(e.g., Pickart, 2004; Spall et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2014). In addition, a substantial amount of shelf‐origin
water is transported from the Barrow Canyon mouth toward the Chukchi Borderland by a narrow boundary
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current named the Chukchi Slope Current (Corlett & Pickart, 2017; Spall et al., 2018; Watanabe et al., 2017).
Thus, in the Canada Basin, crucial nitrate biases are sometimes produced by the coarser‐resolution models
which hardly resolve mesoscale eddies and boundary currents.

4.3. Eurasian Basin

The Eurasian Basin region is defined by the seafloor depth of 3,000 m (again, 2,825 m in the UW model)
within 80°W–150°E (the Atlantic side) and 78–90°N plus a small part of the western Arctic around the
North Pole (Figure 2). The total area is 1.14–1.23 Mkm2 (Table 4).

Seasonal transition in the ice‐PP is similar to the Canada Basin average, except its spring peak of 0.39mmol N
m−2 day−1 which is two times larger in the UWmodel (Figure 4a). The amplitudes in the other four models
are below 0.07 mmol Nm−2 day−1. For a reference, the PS94 of 5 ± 1mg Cm−2 day−1 (0.06 ± 0.01 mmol Nm
−2 day−1) was estimated at two stations within 84–86°N and 35–38°E northeast of Fram Strait (Gosselin et al.,
1997). Recent field sampling in late summer 2011/2012 recorded a wide range of the ice‐PP up to 9.2 mg Cm
−2 day−1 (0.12 mmol Nm−2 day−1) for pack ice and 40 mg Cm−2 day−1 (0.50 mmol Nm−2 day−1) for sub‐ice
aggregates, respectively, in the Eurasian Basin (Assmy et al., 2013; Fernández‐Méndez et al., 2014). The ice‐
algal biomass peak from 0.23 mmol N m−2 in the UVic model to 1.43 mmol N m−2 in the UAF‐G model
(Figure 4b) is slightly lower than 1.23–4 mg Chl m–2 (0.77–2.5 mmol N m–2) measured during a ship‐based
campaign in summer 2012 (Castellani et al., 2017).

The sea‐ice cover during the melting season is underestimated by all the models (Figure 4c). Since the SSM/I
orbit could not track a part of the Eurasian Basin region around the North Pole (>84.5°N until June 1987,
>87.2°N for July 1987–December 2007, >89.2°N after January 2008), the missing zone is excluded from
the average area of the SSM/I‐derived SIC. However, the SIC around the North Pole is mostly higher than
that at lower latitudes. This treatment does not account for the simulated SIC bias. The snow depth peaks
at 0.20 m in the UVic model to 0.39 m in the UW model, which is slightly larger than in the Canada
Basin (Figure 4d). The timing and duration of snow melting and accumulation are similar among the five
models and the EWG monthly climatology. The multi‐model average of sea‐ice thickness is consistent with
the CS‐2 spring and fall data (Figure 4e). If sea‐ice thinning occurred as in the western Arctic, the thickness
in the Eurasian Basin would be underestimated, as suggested by comparison with the USSUB data.

The nitrate contents show similar seasonal cycles to the Canada Basin averages (Figures 4e–4f). The simu-
lated phase in the ocean surface nitrate seems to be delayed for a couple of months relative to the WOA13
seasonal climatology. The annual minimum season is summer (July–September) in the models and spring
(April–June) in the WOA13. On the other hand, the simulated nitrate concentration in August is clearly
lower than the GLODAPv2 station data. It is now difficult to identify a primary factor for the nitrate biases.

4.4. Barents Sea

The Barents Sea region is defined by 10–55°E and the seafloor depth of 1,000 m facing the Eurasian Basin
(Figure 2). In the UW model, the water depth of 1,000 m is located between the vertical layer boundaries
of 862 and 1,073 m, so 1,073 m is alternatively chosen to calculate the area average. The total area is 1.52–
1.65 Mkm2, which is the largest among the four subregions (Table 4). Whereas sea ice does not extend over
the entire Barents Sea region all year round as shown in the SIC seasonal transition below, any alternative
definition would be arbitrary. The grid point number broadly ranges from 424 in the UW model to 18,918
in the UAF‐R model.

A spring peak in the ice‐PP varies from 0.01 mmol Nm−2 day−1 in the JAMSTECmodel to 0.12 mmol Nm−2

day−1 in the UW model (Figure 4a). The ice‐algal biomass peak ranges from 0.06 mmol N m−2 in the
JAMSTEC model to 0.91 mmol N m−2 in the UAF‐G model (Figure 4b). These values are the lowest among
the four subregions. The fall bloom signal is also quite weak unlike that in the other subregions. The spring
SIC peak ranging from 0.45 in the UVic model to 0.70 in the UAF‐G model is comparatively larger than the
SSM/I products (Figure 4c). The rapid snow melting similarly appears in June (Figure 4d). The sea ice is
mostly thicker than the CS‐2 (Figure 4e). It is known that the warm Atlantic water inflow from the
Nordic seas (so‐called “the Barents Sea Branch Water”) forms the marginal ice zone in the Barents Sea
(Årthun et al., 2012). The simulated sea‐ice bias might originate from insufficient lateral heat flux associated
with the Atlantic water transport.
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It should be noted that the average area includes open‐water grid cells in the Barents Sea region. If the model
properties are averaged only over grid points with daily mean SIC >0.15, ice‐PP of 0.01–0.24 mmol N m−2

day−1, ice‐algal biomass of 0.10–1.24 mmol N m−2, snow depth of 0.17–0.32 m, and sea‐ice thickness of
0.94–1.95 m are obtained as peak values (not shown). Even then, these averages of the ice‐PP, ice‐algal bio-
mass, and sea‐ice thickness are still smaller than the Chukchi Sea averages (Figures 4a and 4d). In the north-
ern Barents Sea, the ice‐PP of 4.9–55 mg C m–2 d–1 (0.06–0.69 mmol N m−2 day−1) and the pigment content
of 18.5 ± 8.9 mg Chl m−2 (11.56 ± 5.56 mmol N m−2) were measured in May 2004 (McMinn & Hegseth,
2007). Sampling in July 2003/2004 suggested ice‐algal biomass of 9–620 mg C m–2 (0.11–7.75 mmol N m
−2) (Tamelander et al., 2009).

The sea‐ice (ocean surface) nitrate content has a peak value of 0.03–0.10 mmol Nm−2 (3.09–10.36 mmol Nm
−3) in the entire Barents Sea region (Figures 4e–4f) and 0.06–0.16 mmol N m−2 (1.38–9.59 mmol N m−3) for
the sea‐ice grid cells. The nitrate decline during the melting season is similar to the GLODAPv2 station data,
and nitrate availability at the sea ice‐ocean interface is also lower than for the Chukchi Sea average.

4.5. Key Findings

The simulated spring ice‐algal bloom starts immediately after the end of polar night in each subregion. The
peak values of the ice‐PP are broadly different among the four subregions and among the fivemodels, respec-
tively. The highest peak in the Chukchi Sea and the lowest one in the Barents Sea are simulated. The ice‐PP
in the central basins is moderate. In addition, the UW model produces the highest ice‐PP in all four subre-
gions. A fall bloom is evident in the UAF‐G, UAF‐R, and UW models.

The simulated sea‐ice, snow, and ocean properties related to ice algae qualitatively reproduce seasonal tran-
sitions with large variability in annual peak values in the four subregions. Whereas the SIC in the Chukchi
Sea reproduces the satellite observations, negative (positive) SIC biases appear in the Canada and Eurasian
basins (Barents Sea). The snow depth is smaller than the EWGmonthly climatology potentially due to a gap
in averaging periods. The sea‐ice thickness generally falls in between the USSUB and CS2 data in the central
basins. The nitrate value widely varies among the five models and among the GLODAPv2 station data,
respectively. The higher‐resolution models tend to retain the bowl‐shaped structure of the nutricline in
the Beaufort Gyre region (Jin et al., 2018). A distinct inter‐model spread appears in the simulated snow depth
even when the common atmospheric forcing data set is used (Table 1: CFSR for the JAMSTEC and UW
experiments, CORE II for the UAF‐G and UAF‐R experiments). A simulated nitrate spread among the five
models is not primarily derived from choice of the initial fields (Table 1: WOA13, WOA05, and GLODAPv2)
or the model domain. Further discussions on model biases of these controlling factors are out of the scope of
this study.

5. Interannual and Decadal Variability

The decadal time series for 1980–2009 of the annual total ice‐PP, minimum SIC, and maxima of snow depth,
sea‐ice thickness, sea‐ice nitrate content, and ocean surface nitrate concentration averaged for each subre-
gion are shown in Figure 5. The annual minimum SIC recorded in every September is a key index of sea‐
ice decline on the interannual and decadal timescales. The annual maxima of snow depth, sea‐ice thickness,
and nitrates represent preconditions for the ice‐algal bloom in spring. Note that some simulated values are
multiplied by a factor for better comparison of interannual variability in Figure 5 (see details in figure cap-
tion). The decadal trends for each model and property are listed in Table 5. The relationship of the annual
total ice‐PP with the annual peak values selected above (i.e., the minimum for SIC and the maximum for
other variables) in the four subregions is also investigated using scatter plots (Figure 6) with respect to both
interannual and inter‐model variability. The Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of interannual variability in
each model are listed in Table 6.

5.1. Chukchi Sea

Themulti‐model average of the annual total ice‐PP is the highest and slightly increasing for 1980–2009 in the
Chukchi Sea (Table 5, Figure 5a). However, this ensemble mean reflects two positive trends (the UAF‐G and
UVic models) and three negative trends (the JAMSTEC, UAF‐R, and UWmodels): None of them are signif-
icant (95% level) at least for the 30 years evaluated (Table 5). Overall, the ice‐PP time series are characterized
by large interannual variability producing substantial standard deviations (Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Interannual time series of (a) ice‐PP (mmol N m−2), (b) sea‐ice concentration (n. d.), (c) snow depth (m), (d) sea‐ice thickness (m), (e) nitrate content in
the sea‐ice column (mmol N m−2), (f) nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol N m−3), (g) bloom timing (month), and (h) bloom duration (days)
simulated in the (orange) JAMSTEC, (brown) UAF‐G, (magenta) UAF‐R, (green) UVic, and (blue) UW models. The annual (a) total, (b) minimum, and (c–f)
maximum averaged in the four subregions are shown for 1980–2009. The multi‐model averages and those decadal trends are plotted by black dashed and red lines,
respectively. Decadal trends in each model are listed in Table 5. For better comparison of interannual variability, the UW values are multiplied by 0.2 in (a).
Similarly, the JAMSTEC values are multiplied by 0.2 in the Canada Basin in (a) and the Canada and Eurasian Basins in (e). The original ranges are seen in
Figures 6–8. A thin solid (dashed) line in (b) shows the SSM/I product derived from the bootstrap (NASA Team) algorithm.
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The annual minimum of sea‐ice area has gradually shrunk over the three decades (Table 5, Figure 5b). After
themid‐1990s, sea ice entirely disappears inmost years so that theminimum SIC has little interannual varia-
bility. An exception is the UVic model, which retains a certain amount of sea ice within the Chukchi Sea
even after 2000. The annual maxima of snow depth and sea‐ice thickness also show the negative trends
(Table 5, Figures 5c–5d). The interannual variability in snow depth and sea‐ice thickness are almost in phase
among the experiments.

The annual maxima of sea‐ice nitrate show statistically significant positive trends in the UAF‐R and UVic
models) (Table 5, Figures 5e–5f). The ocean surface nitrate is also increasing in the multi‐model average
and in the UVic model. The suggested contributors to elevating nitrate concentration at the ocean surface
in the Chukchi Sea are (1) enhanced vertical mixing derived from sea‐ice fragmentation and (2) increased
lateral influx from the North Pacific through the Bering Strait. As stated above, nitrate restoring at the
Bering Strait in the JAMSTEC model dampens the interannual and decadal variability in the western
Arctic. The visible interannual fluctuation of sea‐ice nitrate in the JAMSTEC model depends on the sea‐
ice freezing rate in each year rather than the ocean surface nitrate concentration.

A couple of features emerge from the scatter plots (Figure 6). The first feature is that the annual total ice‐PP
is linearly related to the annual peak biomass of ice algae in all the models (Figure 6a). The correlation coef-
ficient ranges 0.43–0.88 (Table 6). However, its slope is clearly different among the five models. For example,
the UW (UAF‐R) model produces an annual total ice‐PP of 37–132 (8–19) mmol N m−2 with an annual peak

Table 5
Decadal Trend in Annual Total Ice‐PP, Annual Peak Values of Major Properties, Bloom Timing, and Bloom Duration in the Four Subregions

Multi‐model average JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R Uvic UW

Chukchi Sea Annual total ice‐PP (mmol Nm−2) 1.51 ± 1.48 −4.47 ± 3.21 0.13 ± 0.40 −0.27 ± 0.59 0.24 ± 1.28 −1.76 ± 4.79
Sea‐ice concentration (%) −3.90 ± 0.93 −1.86 ± 0.81 −2.23 ± 0.94 −4.08 ± 1.27 −8.23 ± 1.79 −3.08 ± 0.65

Snow depth (cm) −2.29 ± 0.98 −2.91 ± 1.45 −2.42 ± 0.89 −0.53 ± 0.68 −1.66 ± 1.22 −3.91 ± 1.39
Sea‐ice thickness (cm) −16.33 ± 5.42 −10.79 ± 6.21 −13.11± 4.53 −14.11 ± 4.27 −25.40 ± 7.54 −18.22 ± 6.34
Sea‐ice nitrate (μmol N m−2) 16.90 ± 8.68 20.78 ± 30.27 4.05 ± 6.16 16.37 ± 5.56 31.94 ± 9.93 11.33 ± 14.23

Ocean surface nitrate (mmol N m−3) 0.49 ± 0.22 −0.02 ± 0.09 0.02 ± 0.21 0.22 ± 0.19 1.11 ± 0.31 1.15 ± 0.81
Bloom timing (day) −2.02 ± 0.93 −3.74 ± 1.64 −2.23 ± 2.17 0.57 ± 1.66 −1.60 ± 1.96 −3.09 ± 1.86
Bloom duration (days) −6.81 ± 1.76 −3.44 ± 1.70 −5.46 ± 2.42 −6.12 ± 2.25 −1.95 ± 4.00 −17.07 ± 4.61

Canada Basin Annual total ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) −0.49 ± 0.24 −0.05 ± 0.84 −0.30 ± 0.13 −0.10 ± 0.13 0.23 ± 0.12 −2.22 ± 0.85
Sea‐ice concentration (%) −3.78 ± 1.97 −1.40 ± 3.17 −6.14 ± 2.41 −8.56 ± 3.13 1.09 ± 2.20 −3.90 ± 1.76

Snow depth (cm) −1.62 ± 0.72 −1.65 ± 1.08 −2.91 ± 0.87 −0.83 ± 0.68 −1.12 ± 0.79 −1.61 ± 1.06
Sea‐ice thickness (cm) −10.90 ± 3.17 −5.22 ± 1.84 −9.41 ± 5.13 −12.51 ± 4.87 −16.28 ± 4.83 −11.09 ± 3.83
Sea‐ice nitrate (μmol N m−2) −2.92 ± 5.84 30.05 ± 24.49 −27.68 ± 2.85 −2.87 ± 4.29 5.38 ± 3.10 −19.46 ± 3.24

Ocean surface nitrate (mmol N m−3) −0.14 ± 0.11 0.38 ± 0.32 −0.91 ± 0.09 −0.05 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.12 −0.31 ± 0.06
Bloom timing (day) −2.80 ± 1.02 −9.67 ± 2.95 1.32 ± 1.24 −1.29 ± 1.19 −2.37 ± 1.94 −2.00 ± 1.39
Bloom duration (days) −0.87 ± 2.53 −0.00 ± 2.23 −10.17 ± 3.09 −9.26 ± 3.20 3.47 ± 8.52 11.59 ± 4.43

Eurasian Basin Annual total ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) 0.24 ± 0.16 −0.50 ± 0.25 −0.30 ± 0.12 −0.28 ± 0.13 0.19 ± 0.23 2.11 ± 0.76
Sea‐ice concentration (%) −10.57 ± 2.00 −0.76 ± 3.00 −22.26± 3.90 −21.74 ± 4.15 −7.64 ± 1.94 −0.48 ± 1.59

Snow depth (cm) −1.39 ± 0.72 −0.35 ± 1.03 −3.97 ± 0.82 −1.90 ± 0.74 0.20 ± 0.70 −0.91 ± 1.09
Sea‐ice thickness (cm) −17.76 ± 1.92 −10.79 ± 2.23 −15.23± 3.34 −19.11 ± 2.83 −25.38 ± 4.27 −18.32 ± 3.18
Sea‐ice nitrate (μmol N m−2) 1.69 ± 5.62 45.14 ± 23.97 −20.15± 2.69 −5.09 ± 4.43 −11.17 ± 3.49 −0.00 ± 2.42

Ocean surface nitrate (mmol N m−3) −0.02 ± 0.09 0.69 ± 0.19 −0.70 ± 0.10 −0.08 ± 0.17 −0.42 ± 0.13 0.43 ± 0.12
Bloom timing (day) −1.16 ± 0.84 −3.41 ± 2.58 −0.75 ± 1.51 2.85 ± 1.53 −4.63 ± 1.46 0.13 ± 1.19
Bloom duration (days) −3.73 ± 1.44 1.32 ± 1.19 −8.17 ± 1.61 −11.06 ± 2.16 −5.35 ± 5.35 4.61 ± 3.01

Barents Sea Annual total ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) 0.21 ± 0.22 −0.00 ± 0.02 −0.08 ± 0.12 −0.06 ± 0.09 −0.25 ± 0.17 1.44 ± 0.84
Sea‐ice concentration (%) −0.94 ± 0.44 −0.72 ± 0.52 −1.20 ± 0.44 −1.11 ± 0.42 −0.96 ± 0.87 −0.69 ± 0.41

Snow depth (cm) −1.97 ± 0.48 −2.10 ± 0.66 −2.99 ± 0.80 −1.43 ± 0.48 −1.08 ± 0.33 −2.24 ± 0.47
Sea‐ice thickness (cm) −10.09 ± 3.04 −7.34 ± 3.17 −12.52 ± 3.83 −10.93 ± 2.63 −7.37 ± 2.93 −12.30 ± 3.84
Sea‐ice nitrate (μmol N m−2) −6.25 ± 3.10 −4.35 ± 7.64 −1.39 ± 2.34 −14.70 ± 4.22 −7.46 ± 2.33 −3.27 ± 1.22

Ocean surface nitrate (mmol N m−3) 0.39 ± 0.09 0.89 ± 0.19 0.61 ± 0.11 −0.10 ± 0.05 −0.02 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.11
Bloom timing (day) −1.44 ± 1.36 1.69 ± 2.46 −3.11 ± 1.36 −1.25 ± 1.70 6.08 ± 4.62 −10.62 ± 3.23
Bloom duration (days) −2.42 ± 1.45 −2.95 ± 3.10 0.25 ± 1.98 1.07 ± 2.05 −5.30 ± 3.37 −5.20 ± 1.98

Note. Error bar indicates asymptotic standard deviation. Red (blue) color means a positive (negative) trend above the 95% significant level. Time series of each
property are shown in Figure 5.
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biomass of 0.92–2.25 (3.58–8.40) mmol Nm−2. The slope in the UWmodel is 18 times larger than the UAF‐R
model. We attribute the higher ratio to (1) a higher growth rate of ice algae per unit biomass and/or (2) larger
sink terms such as mortality and sea‐ice meltwater flushing (see section 3). The growth rate in the five

Figure 6. Relationship of annual total ice‐PP (mmol Nm−2) with (a) ice‐algal biomass (mmol Nm−2), (b) sea‐ice concentration (n. d.), (c) snow depth (m), (d) sea‐
ice thickness (m), (e) nitrate content in the sea‐ice column (mmol N m−2), and (f) nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol N m−3) simulated in the
(orange) JAMSTEC, (brown) UAF‐G, (magenta) UAF‐R, (green) UVic, and (blue) UWmodels. The annual (b) minimum and (a, c–f) maximum averaged in the four
subregions are shown for 1980–2009. The multi‐model averages are plotted by black dots. Correlation coefficients of two properties in each model are listed in
Table 6.
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models is determined by photosynthesis parameter values, light, and nutrient availability. The UW model
chooses 4.0 day−1 as a maximum growth rate of ice algae (Vmaxi), which is much larger than 1.2 day−1 in
the JAMSTEC model, 1.44 day−1 in the UAF‐G and UAF‐R models, and 0.85 day−1 in the UVic model (
section 2.5). Additional experiments performed using the JAMSTEC model support the high sensitivity of
the ice‐PP to Vmaxi (not shown).

The second feature is that heavy snow cover is a significant limiting factor for the annual total ice‐PP in the
UAF‐G, UAF‐R, and UVic models (Figure 6c). The correlation coefficients in these models are –0.40, –0.63,
and –0.56, respectively (Table 6). On the other hand, no correlation between the two properties is seen in the
JAMSTEC and UWmodels. The light availability in the skeletal layer depends on both snow depth and sea‐
ice thickness. In the case that quite thin ice is caused by thick snow due to its blanket effect during winter
freezing, the linkage between the spring snow depth and light intensity at the sea‐ice bottom after snowmelt
completion should be weak.

The third feature is that no significant correlation between the annual total ice‐PP and the annual minimum
SIC arises in any models (r = 0.01–0.35, Table 6, Figure 6b) for two potential reasons. First, the minimum
SIC in the Chukchi Sea has little interannual variability, because sea ice entirely disappears in most years.
Second, the mid‐summer weather conditions modulate the sea‐ice extent after the ice‐algal bloom, for exam-
ple, via wind‐driven sea‐ice retreat.

5.2. Canada Basin

The simulated annual total ice‐PP in the Canada Basin also shows different decadal variability for 1980–2009
among the five models (Figure 5a). The multi‐model average shows a negative trend of –0.49 ± 0.24 mmol N
m−2 per decade (Table 5). The time series in the UWmodel shows high values in the early 1980s and a sub-
sequent rapid decline (Figure 5a), which results in a significant negative trend of –2.22 ± 0.85 mmol N m−2

per decade (Table 5). Whereas the UAF‐Gmodel also has a significant negative trend of –0.30 ± 0.13 mmol N

Table 6
Correlation Coefficient of Annual Total Ice‐PP With Annual Peak Values of Major Properties in the Four Subregions

Multi‐model average JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Chukchi Sea Ice‐algal biomass 0.55 0.85 0.75 0.82 0.88 0.43
Sea‐ice concentration 0.56 0.35 0.01 0.14 0.06 0.33

Snow depth −0.14 −0.08 −0.40 −0.63 −0.56 −0.16
Sea‐ice thickness 0.21 0.09 −0.36 0.13 0.19 0.24
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.20 0.25 0.28 0.19 0.04 −0.03

Ocean surface nitrate −0.10 0.26 0.20 0.24 −0.02 −0.15

Canada Basin Ice‐algal biomass 0.66 0.97 0.75 0.89 0.98 0.60
Sea‐ice concentration 0.04 −0.11 0.16 0.25 0.10 0.15

Snow depth −0.02 0.38 −0.18 0.38 −0.48 −0.18
Sea‐ice thickness −0.01 −0.19 −0.13 0.32 −0.26 −0.10
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.39 0.76 0.19 0.72 −0.06 0.47

Ocean surface nitrate 0.34 0.62 0.14 0.68 −0.01 0.69

Eurasian Basin Ice‐algal biomass 0.24 0.95 0.92 0.89 0.98 0.16
Sea‐ice concentration −0.00 0.15 0.25 0.21 −0.17 0.08

Snow depth −0.10 0.12 0.06 −0.10 −0.30 0.00
Sea‐ice thickness −0.28 0.49 0.10 0.25 −0.28 −0.55
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.13 0.48 0.44 0.22 0.02 0.15

Ocean surface nitrate 0.25 0.34 0.43 0.19 0.03 0.72

Barents Sea Ice‐algal biomass 0.75 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.78
Sea‐ice concentration 0.02 0.27 −0.17 0.05 0.02 −0.09

Snow depth 0.09 0.54 0.09 0.26 0.08 −0.28
Sea‐ice thickness 0.21 0.69 0.12 0.25 0.36 0.15
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.44 0.88 0.29 0.30 0.40 0.41

Ocean surface nitrate 0.23 −0.05 −0.08 0.40 0.13 0.27

Note. Red (blue) color means positive (negative) correlation above the 95% significant level. Yearly values are plotted in Figure 6.
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m−2 per decade, a small positive trend of 0.23 ± 0.12 mmol Nm−2 per decade is simulated in the UVicmodel.
The JAMSTECmodel produces a distinct peak in the mid‐1990s, which is not seen in any of the other models
(Figure 5a). The decadal trends in the JAMSTEC and UAF‐R models are negligible (Table 5).

The annual peaks of sea‐ice area, snow depth, and sea‐ice thickness show declining trends (Table 5,
Figures 5b–5d). The minimum SIC still has remarkable interannual variability until the 2000s. The sea‐ice
and ocean surface nitrate contents in the UAF‐G and UW models show significant negative trends
(Table 5, Figures 5e–5f). An important factor for the nitrate decline at the sea ice‐ocean interface of the
Canada Basin is the dilution effect due to sea‐ice meltwater (Yamamoto‐Kawai et al., 2011). However, the
highest concentration in the ocean surface layer is simulated for the mid‐1990s in the JAMSTEC and UAF‐
Rmodels and for the early 2000s in the UVic model. Correspondingly, the multi‐model average has its peaks
in the 1990s. Previous studies have suggested that hydrographic and biogeochemical conditions in the
Beaufort Gyre region were controlled by the wind‐driven Ekman transport for seasonal to decadal timescales
(Proshutinsky et al., 2009). It has been shown that the nutricline in the central basin was shoaling (deepen-
ing) under a cyclonic wind regime in the early 1990s (an anti‐cyclonic regime after the mid‐1990s)
(Proshutinsky et al., 2002; McLaughlin & Carmack, 2010; Nishino et al., 2011). This balance of ice melt
and wind impacts is expected to characterize the decadal variability in ocean surface nitrate contents,
whereas the lateral/vertical transport in the water column is not analyzed in the present study.

As in the Chukchi Sea, the annual total ice‐PP is linearly related to the annual peak biomass in each model
(Figure 6a). Their correlation coefficient is statistically significant in all models (r = 0.60–0.98, Table 6). The
higher ratio in the UW model is not explained by the simulated nitrate content, which is lower than the
multi‐model average. The higher growth rate is achieved plausibly by the higher photosynthesis parameter
value (Vmaxi = 4.0 d–1). The heavy snow cover in spring limits the annual total ice‐PP strongly in the UVic
model (r= –0.48, Table 6) and weakly in the UAF‐G and UWmodels (r= –0.18, Table 6). On the other hand,
higher ice‐PP is simulated under heavy snow in the JAMSTEC andUAF‐Rmodels (r= 0.38, Table 6, Figure 6
c). The correlation with sea‐ice thickness is low in all five models (|r|< 0.32, Table 6, Figure 6d). A larger
amount of sea‐ice and ocean surface nitrate enhances ice‐PP in the JAMSTEC, UAF‐R, and UW models (r
= 0.47–0.76, Table 6, Figures 6e–6f), while no significant correlation is seen in the UAF‐G and UVic models
(|r|< 0.19, Table 6).

5.3. Eurasian Basin

The multi‐model average of the annual total ice‐PP in the Eurasian Basin shows a positive trend of 0.24 ±
0.16 mmol N m−2 per decade for 1980–2009 (Table 5, Figure 5a), in contrast to the Canada Basin average.
However, this trend also highly relies on the contribution of 2.11 ± 0.76 mmol N m−2 per decade in the
UW model. The UAF‐G and UAF‐R models in fact show significant negative trends. The trends in the
JAMSTEC and UVic models are not significant. The interannual variability is out of phase among the five
models (Figure 5a).

As in the western Arctic subregions, the time series of sea‐ice area, snow depth, and sea‐ice thickness are
represented by declining trends (Table 5, Figures 5b–5d). It is likely that the enhanced inflow of warm
Atlantic water from the Fram Strait plays a substantial role in the sea‐ice reduction on its pathway
(Polyakov et al., 2017). This change is referred to as “Atlantification.” Although the SIC depression in the
2000s is most distinct in the UAF‐G and UAF‐R models, the annual total ice‐PP is maintained at a similar
level as in the 1980s and 1990s. The positive trend in the multi‐model mean nitrate content seems to be a
compound of different patterns from the five models (Table 5, Figures 5e–5f). The ocean surface nitrate is
gradually increasing (decreasing) from 1990 to 2000 in the JAMSTEC and UW models (UAF‐G, UAF‐R,
and UVic models). A potential factor for this discrepancy is the model bias of lateral transport. The
Eurasian Basin is located along the Transpolar Drift stream from the nutrient‐rich Siberian shelves to the
Fram Strait and an outer part of the Beaufort Gyre centered in the Canada Basin. The shelf‐basin exchange
with the Barents Sea also influences biogeochemical environments in the Eurasian Basin. Since lateral flux
data for nitrate are not available at the present stage, a more detailed analysis on horizontal advection is pro-
posed as a future work.

The annual total ice‐PP is linearly related to the annual peak biomass in most models (Figure 6a). The cor-
relation coefficients in the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, UAF‐R, and UVic models are quite high (r = 0.89–0.98,
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Table 6). Causes for the low correlation of 0.16 in the UWmodel are unclear. The September SIC and spring
snow depth likely have little effect on ice‐PP in the five models (|r|< 0.30, Table 6, Figures 6b–6c). Spring
thicker ice supports a positive anomaly in ice‐PP (r = 0.49) in the JAMSTEC model, while thicker ice is a
limiting factor (r = –0.55) in the UW model (Table 6, Figure 6d). The nitrate concentrations have a large
impact on the annual total ice‐PP in the JAMSTEC and UAF‐G models (r = 0.34–0.48, Table 6,
Figures 6e–6f). Correlation of the ice‐PP with the ocean surface nitrate (r = 0.72) is clearly higher than that
with the sea‐ice nitrate (r = 0.15) in the UWmodel (Table 6, Figures 6e–6f). With respect to the inter‐model
spreads in the Eurasian Basin, the ranking of the annual total ice‐PP (UW > UAF‐G ~UAF‐R~JAMSTEC >
UVic) seems to be again controlled by Vmaxi rather than background light and nutrient conditions as in the
Canada Basin (Figure 6).

5.4. Barents Sea

The annual total ice‐PP in the Barents Sea shows no significant trend (Table 5, Figure 5a). The annual mini-
mum SIC is gradually decreasing with fluctuation in the range of 0–0.14 (Table 5, Figure 5b). The simulated
snow depth, sea‐ice thickness, and sea‐ice nitrate show declining trends (Table 5, Figures 5c–5e). The inter-
annual variability in these properties is quite consistent among the fivemodels, probably because the Barents
Sea averages reflect total sea‐ice area in spring. Significant positive trends in the ocean surface nitrate are seen
in the JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, and UW models (Table 5, Figure 5f).

The Barents Sea averages also show a linear relationship between the annual total ice‐PP and the annual
peak biomass (r = 0.78–0.96) in each model (Table 6, Figure 6a). Hence, there is little regional difference
of this conjunction. Thicker ice in spring enhances the annual total ice‐PP in the JAMSTEC and UVic mod-
els (r = 0.36–0.69, Table 6, Figure 6d). The low correlation between ice‐PP and ocean surface nitrate (|r|<
0.27), except in the UAF‐R model (r = 0.40), might be because nitrate variability is dominated by concentra-
tions outside the seasonal ice zone (i.e., ice‐algal habitat) in the Barents Sea. In addition, it is known that sili-
cate concentrations in the Atlantic side are lower than in the Pacific side (e.g., Garcia et al., 2013). Hence the
silicate limitation may control interannual and inter‐model variability in ice‐PP.

5.5. Key Findings

The simulated annual peak values of sea‐ice area, snow depth, and sea‐ice thickness are mostly declining for
1980–2009. The spring nitrate contents at the sea ice‐ocean interface show both positive and negative trends
depending on the four subregions and the five models. Whereas the interannual variations in snow depth
and sea‐ice thickness are almost in phase in each subregion, biogeochemical variables such as the annual
ice‐PP and the spring nitrate contents show those peaks in different years in the five models.

Themulti‐model average of the annual total ice‐PP is slightly increasing in the Chukchi Sea, Eurasian Basin,
and Barents Sea regions but decreasing in the Canada Basin region. However, statistically significant decadal
trends are hardly detected in the four subregions. Most time series of the simulated variables including the
selected controlling factors are characterized by the predominant interannual variability compared with the
decadal change for the analyzed three decades. The multi‐model averages composed of different patterns
from the five models seem not to capture typical features.

The lack of a significant correlation between the annual total ice‐PP and the annual minimum SIC can be
attributed to two potential reasons: First, the entire sea‐ice disappearance during late summer yields little
interannual variability in the minimum SIC over the seasonal sea‐ice zone. Second, the mid‐summer
weather conditions may control sea‐ice retreat after the spring ice‐algal bloom. For example, the Arctic
sea‐ice extent was rapidly reduced by wind‐driven transport associated with a dipole pattern of sea level pres-
sure in 2007 (Wang et al., 2009) and ice‐floe fragmentation under great cyclone passages in 2012 (Simmonds
& Rudeva, 2012). Therefore, SIC cannot be used as a predictor of annual total ice‐PP.

The simulated thicker sea ice in spring sometimes contributes to the higher annual total ice‐PP, as shown by
positive correlations between two properties (three cases in Table 6). On the other hand, occasional negative
correlations (two cases in Table 6) indicate that thicker spring ice can be a limiting factor for the ice‐PP. This
contrast highlights that an appropriate balance of stable ice‐algal habitat (i.e., sea‐ice cover) and sufficient
light penetration through the sea‐ice column is necessary to keep up the ice‐PP levels. A similar interpreta-
tion is applicable to the spring snow depth, which has both positive and negative correlations with the
annual total ice‐PP (Table 6). Whereas snow covering limits light penetration into the underlying sea‐ice
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Figure 7. Relationship of bloom timing (month) with (a) ice‐PP (mmol N m−2), (b) sea‐ice concentration (n. d.), (c) snow
depth (m), (d) sea‐ice thickness (m), (e) nitrate content in the sea‐ice column (mmol Nm−2), and (f) nitrate concentration
in the ocean surface layer (mmol N m−3) simulated in the (orange) JAMSTEC, (brown) UAF‐G, (magenta) UAF‐R,
(green) UVic, and (blue) UW models. The annual (a) total, (b) minimum, and (c–f) maximum averaged in the four sub-
regions are shown for 1980–2009. The multi‐model averages are plotted by black dots. Correlation coefficients of two
properties in each model are listed in Table 7.
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Figure 8. Relationship of bloom duration (days) with (a) ice‐PP (mmol Nm−2), (b) bloom timing (month), (c) sea‐ice con-
centration (n. d.), (d) snow depth (m), (e) sea‐ice thickness (m), (f) nitrate content in the sea‐ice column (mmol N m−2),
and (g) nitrate concentration in the ocean surface layer (mmol N m−3) simulated in the (orange) JAMSTEC, (brown)
UAF‐G, (magenta) UAF‐R, (green) UVic, and (blue) UWmodels. The annual (a) total, (c) minimum, and (d–g) maximum
averaged in the four subregions are shown for 1980–2009. The multi‐model averages are plotted by black dots. Correlation
coefficients of two properties in each model are listed in Table 8.
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column in spring, high surface albedo of snow delays loss of ice‐algal habitat in the later season. The latter
effect might favor the higher annual total ice‐PP.

The simulated nitrate‐rich precondition in spring partly enhances the annual total ice‐PP, as shown by posi-
tive correlations in the central basins (five cases in Table 6). No statistically significant correlation is detected
in the Chukchi Sea region, where the nitrate contents are larger relative to the other subregions. Remaining
lower correlations between these properties in Table 6 suggest complex interactions due to various limiting
factors and further processes (e.g., sink terms and lateral advection).

Another noticeable feature is strong conjunction between the annual total ice‐PP and the spring peak bio-
mass of ice algae in each model. Whereas the quite high correlations are robust regardless of the four sub-
regions, the slope of linear relationship varies widely among the five models. The Vmaxi value is a key
source for the inter‐model spreads of ice‐PP and its ratio to the peak biomass. The fall bloom also contributes
to the annual total ice‐PP. However, the ice‐PP integrated only for January–July has similar correlations
with the spring peak biomass even in the UW model (not shown).

6. Ice‐Algal Bloom Timing and Duration

Ji et al. (2013) analyzed the phenology of the ice‐algal bloom and suggested that an earlier or later ice retreat
had a weaker impact on the timing of the ice‐algal bloom compared to the impact on the pelagic phytoplank-
ton bloom. However, their analysis was limited to the seasonal ice zones and to the years 1998–2007, which
were covered by satellite ocean color sensors. Tedesco et al. (2019) indicated a non‐linear response in ice‐
algal phenology simulated by their sea‐ice biogeochemical model against the CMIP5‐derived physical vari-
ables. Therefore, it is valuable to verify these relationships using several marine ecosystem models, covering
the entire Arctic Ocean over multiple decades. In the present study, timing and duration of the simulated ice‐
algal bloom in the four subregions are examined by analyzing key factors for their variability. The bloom

Table 7
Correlation Coefficient of Bloom Timing With Annual Total Ice‐PP and Annual Peak Values of Major Properties in the Four Subregions

Multi‐model average JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Chukchi Sea Annual total ice‐PP 0.40 0.44 −0.25 0.09 0.00 0.40
Sea‐ice concentration 0.29 0.14 −0.04 −0.06 0.09 0.15

Snow depth 0.47 0.56 0.13 0.00 0.09 0.41
Sea‐ice thickness 0.42 0.45 0.18 −0.20 0.22 0.24
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.07 −0.16 −0.23 −0.08 0.06 0.07

Ocean surface nitrate 0.01 0.18 −0.20 −0.15 0.05 0.20

Canada Basin Annual total ice‐PP 0.35 0.31 0.07 −0.02 −0.25 0.29
Sea‐ice concentration 0.25 0.00 0.11 0.08 −0.08 0.36

Snow depth 0.48 0.59 −0.15 0.04 0.35 0.21
Sea‐ice thickness 0.20 0.16 −0.27 0.07 0.24 0.18
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.33 0.23 −0.33 0.01 −0.00 0.18

Ocean surface nitrate 0.39 0.20 −0.36 −0.05 −0.05 0.27

Eurasian Basin Annual total ice‐PP 0.17 0.64 0.17 −0.10 0.14 0.22
Sea‐ice concentration 0.44 0.07 0.11 −0.33 0.36 0.46

Snow depth −0.24 0.08 −0.32 −0.48 −0.23 −0.33
Sea‐ice thickness 0.13 0.30 −0.20 −0.54 0.51 −0.28
Sea‐ice nitrate −0.15 0.16 −0.16 −0.50 0.27 0.04

Ocean surface nitrate −0.24 0.14 −0.20 −0.45 0.33 0.13

Barents Sea Annual total ice‐PP 0.43 0.47 0.43 0.41 0.24 −0.18
Sea‐ice concentration 0.08 0.20 0.34 0.05 −0.11 0.29

Snow depth 0.34 0.03 0.45 0.21 −0.00 0.44
Sea‐ice thickness 0.35 0.18 0.44 0.18 0.19 0.34
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.37 0.36 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.28

Ocean surface nitrate −0.16 0.22 −0.21 0.24 0.14 −0.48

Note. Red (blue) color means positive (negative) correlation above the 95% significant level. Yearly values are plotted in Figure 7.
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timing is defined by a peak date of the ice‐PP averaged in the subregions in each year. The bloom duration is
defined by total days when the ice‐PP is higher than 10% of the annual peak value in each year in each
subregion. The fall bloom contribution is excluded by evaluating the daily ice‐PP only for January–July.
The multi‐model average in each year is then calculated based on the respective bloom timing and
duration for each model, not based on the averaged ice‐PP. Relationships of the bloom timing and
duration with the annual peak values of the same properties chosen in section 5 are examined using the
scatter plots (Figures 7 and 8) with the Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of interannual variability
(Tables 7 and 8) as a means of measure. To facilitate easier interpretation of changes in the simulated
bloom duration and magnitude, we introduce four types of the seasonal transition in regionally averaged
ice‐PP: (A) long‐massive, (B) short‐massive, (C) long‐gentle, and (D) short‐gentle characteristics shown in
Figure 9. Note that these types are not specific ecological categories based on physiological response, and
thus no exact definition is required.

6.1. Chukchi Sea

The peak timing of the ice‐PP is gradually shifting to an earlier date in the Chukchi Sea (Figure 5g). The
multi‐model average is from late April to early May and shifts by −2.02 ± 0.93 day per decade for 1980–2009
(Table 5). The peak timing interannually varies within a month for each model and within 2 months (late
March–late May) among the five models (Figures 5g and 6). The correlation with the annual minimum
SIC is quite low (|r|< 0.15, Table 7, Figure 7b) for the same reasons described in section 5.1. The heavy snow
cover delays the ice‐PP peak in the JAMSTEC and UW models (r = 0.41–0.56, Table 7, Figure 7c). The cor-
relation with the sea‐ice thickness is significant only in the JAMSTEC model (r = 0.45, Table 7, Figure 7d).
These relationships are not detected in the UAF‐G, UAF‐R, and UVic models (Table 8, Figures 8c–8d). The
nitrate contents hardly control the bloom timing in any models (|r|< 0.23, Table 7, Figures 8e–8f). Therefore,

Table 8
Correlation Coefficient of Bloom Duration With Annual Total Ice‐PP, Bloom Timing, and Annual Peak Values of Major Properties in the Four Subregions

Multi‐model average JAMSTEC UAF‐G UAF‐R UVic UW

Chukchi Sea Annual total ice‐PP 0.50 0.66 0.41 0.32 0.21 0.48
Bloom timing 0.27 0.45 0.03 −0.09 −0.24 0.23

Sea‐ice concentration 0.69 0.24 0.17 0.54 −0.06 0.82
Snow depth 0.20 −0.02 0.14 0.13 −0.28 0.10

Sea‐ice thickness 0.43 −0.05 0.17 0.49 −0.05 0.59
Sea‐ice nitrate −0.25 −0.16 0.05 −0.31 −0.00 −0.39

Ocean surface nitrate −0.34 −0.00 −0.14 −0.13 0.04 −0.38

Canada Basin Annual total ice‐PP −0.32 −0.61 0.37 0.45 −0.69 −0.33
Bloom timing −0.12 −0.26 −0.17 0.01 0.28 −0.32

Sea‐ice concentration 0.25 0.27 0.49 0.65 −0.10 0.17
Snow depth 0.40 −0.32 0.49 0.55 0.42 −0.09

Sea‐ice thickness 0.51 0.08 0.65 0.81 0.04 0.07
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.11 −0.60 0.54 0.39 0.25 −0.54

Ocean surface nitrate 0.26 −0.61 0.54 0.33 0.10 −0.57

Eurasian Basin Annual total ice‐PP −0.32 −0.47 0.39 0.18 −0.51 0.10
Bloom timing 0.19 −0.33 0.09 −0.40 0.08 0.01

Sea‐ice concentration 0.52 0.04 0.53 0.61 0.20 0.21
Snow depth 0.22 −0.09 0.51 0.62 0.18 −0.31

Sea‐ice thickness 0.41 −0.39 0.50 0.73 0.24 −0.35
Sea‐ice nitrate −0.39 −0.27 0.64 0.24 0.03 −0.16

Ocean surface nitrate −0.21 −0.14 0.59 0.16 0.06 −0.07

Barents Sea Annual total ice‐PP 0.16 0.38 0.46 0.33 −0.46 −0.02
Bloom timing 0.22 0.44 0.08 0.13 −0.30 0.25

Sea‐ice concentration 0.09 0.01 −0.26 −0.21 0.07 0.34
Snow depth 0.22 0.24 −0.01 −0.07 0.26 0.23

Sea‐ice thickness 0.17 0.28 −0.08 −0.18 0.06 0.41
Sea‐ice nitrate 0.25 0.34 −0.11 −0.12 0.26 0.37

Ocean surface nitrate −0.12 0.04 0.11 0.12 0.09 −0.48

Note. Red (blue) color means positive (negative) correlation above the significant level. Yearly values are plotted in Figure 8.
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it is suggested that the simulated bloom shift can be caused by a decline in spring snow depth and sea‐ice
thickness rather than nutrient availability. The positive correlation between the annual total ice‐PP and
bloom timing in the JAMSTEC and UW models (r = 0.40–0.44, Table 7, Figure 7a) indicates that an
earlier spring bloom is linked with smaller annual total ice‐PP. With respect to the inter‐model spreads in
multi‐decadal averages, the bloom timing is sensitive to the maximum sea‐ice thickness: The later ice‐PP
peak appears in the UW and UVic models, where the thicker ice directly impacts light limitation during
the spring bloom (Figure 7d).

The bloom duration is also decreasing in all five models (Figure 5h). The multi‐model average is around 80
days and has a significant trend of –6.81 ± 1.76 days per decade for 1980–2009 (Table 5). It should be noted
that the bloom duration in an individual grid of each model is much shorter than that calculated from the
regionally averaged ice‐PP, since the bloom starts and ends at different times even within each subregion.
The largest significant negative trend of −17.07 ± 4.61 days per decade is simulated in the UW model
(Table 5). Smaller values of the bloom duration mean that increment and/or decline curves of the daily
ice‐PP seasonal transition are steeper (types B and D in Figure 9). In the UAF‐R and UW models, thinner
sea ice and greater nitrate contents favor a shorter bloom (Table 8, Figures 8e–8g), because less limitation
factors promote speedy ice‐algal growth (i.e., steeper increment curve). In addition, the rapid sea‐ice melt
terminates the spring bloom quickly (i.e., steeper decline curve). In the Chukchi Sea, the shorter bloom leads
to a reduction in the annual total ice‐PP (Figure 8a), as shown in the positive correlations for most models (r
= 0.21–0.66, Table 8, Figure 8a). This simulated change is illustrated by a transition from type A to B or
D (Figure 9).

6.2. Canada Basin

The ice‐PP peak in the Canada Basin occurs a few weeks later than the Chukchi Sea average. The multi‐
model average of the bloom timing in the Canada Basin starts in mid‐May (Figure 5g) and shifts by −2.80
± 1.02 day per decade (Table 5). The correlation with the minimum SIC is still low (|r|< 0.11, Table 7), except
the UWmodel (r= 0.36, Table 7), even though the interannual variability is clear in contrast to the Chukchi
Sea region (Figures 5b and 6b). The high correlation is generated from the snow depth simulated by the
JAMSTEC model (r = 0.59, Table 7, Figure 7c). The recent nutricline deepening in the Canada Basin may
have led to a delay in the spring bloom as in the UAF‐Gmodel (r=−0.36, Table 7, Figure 7f). It is also found
that a simulated earlier spring bloom rarely boosts the annual total ice‐PP (i.e., no significant negative cor-
relation, Table 7, Figure 7a), as well as the Chukchi Sea. The earlier peak in spring potentially arises from a
sudden and rapid loss of ice algae via meltwater flushing, which is not analyzed in the present study. The
annual total ice‐PP is theoretically speculated to reach the highest levels, if the habitat loss starts after the
required nutrients are depleted. As in the Chukchi Sea, the bloom timing is highly sensitive to the spring
sea‐ice thickness with respect to the inter‐model spreads (Figure 7d). Higher nitrate concentrations in the
ocean surface layer also seem to induce an earlier bloom in the Canada Basin (Figure 7f). However, it is

Figure 9. Schematic image of four bloom types: (A) long‐massive, (B) short‐massive, (C) long‐gentle, and (D) short‐gentle
characteristics. When these types are plotted using sine curves, the annual total ice‐PP decreases from type A to type D.
The bloom duration defined in section 6 (brown lines correspond to threshold values) is longer in the types A and C than in
the types B and D. The numbers of the annual total ice‐PP (mmol N m−2) and bloom duration (days) are examples cal-
culated from this qualitative illustration. The onset and peak timings are not categorized in the four types.
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possible that the ocean surface nitrate happens to be large in the models producing thinner ice (e.g., the
JAMSTEC and UAF‐G models).

The decadal mean bloom duration in the Canada Basin is close to the Chukchi Sea average (Figure 5h). The
UWmodel shows a significant positive trend of 11.59 ± 4.43 days per decade (Table 5). The decline in nitrate
availability on the decadal timescale can account for this longer bloom (Figures 5e–5f), as supported by nega-
tive correlations (r = −0.54 for sea‐ice nitrate, r = −0.57 for ocean surface nitrate, Table 8, Figures 8f–8g) in
the UWmodel. This change is illustrated by the bloom‐type shift from B to C (Figure 9). Similar correlations
appear in the JAMSTEC model (r = −0.60 for sea‐ice nitrate, r = −0.61 for ocean surface nitrate, Table 8),
although no significant nitrate trends for 1980–2009 are simulated (Table 5, Figures 5e–5f). In contrast,
the bloom duration becomes shorter in the UAF‐G and UAF‐Rmodels (Table 5, Figure 5h). In these models,
all the annual peak values of sea‐ice concentration, snow depth, sea‐ice thickness, and nitrate contents have
positive correlations with the bloom duration (r = 0.33–0.81, Table 8, Figures 8c–8g). It is reasonable in this
case that limited ice‐algal growth and enhanced loss through melting contribute to the bloom shortening
like the type shift from A to D (Figure 9). The strong negative correlations between the bloom duration
and the annual total ice‐PP, which appear in the JAMSTEC and UVic models (|r|= 0.61–0.69, Table 8,
Figure 8a), are obtained by a combination of short‐massive (type B) and long‐gentle (type C) blooms.
With respect to the inter‐model spreads, the bloom duration has little relationship with potential controlling
factors (Figure 8). It should be noted that the widest range of 32–182 days is simulated in the UVic model,
which produces the lowest ice‐PP (Figures 5a, 5h, and 8).

6.3. Eurasian Basin

The bloom timing in the Eurasian Basin is close to the Canada Basin average (i.e., mid‐May), and the multi‐
model average trend is −1.16 ± 0.84 day per decade (Table 5, Figure 5g). The high positive correlation with
the SIC (sea‐ice thickness) appears in the UW (UVic) model, respectively (r = 0.46–0.51, Table 7, Figures 7b
and 7d). On the other hand, correlation coefficients between the bloom timing and major background prop-
erties are significantly negative (|r|= 0.45–0.54, Table 7, Figures 7b–7f) in the UAF‐R model. The UAF‐G
model produces a similar relationship with lower negative correlation (|r|= 0.16–0.32, Table 7, Figures
7b–7f). It is counterintuitive that heavy snow, thicker ice, and lower nitrate concentrations are simulated
at the earlier ice‐PP peaks. The sink terms of ice‐algal biomass budget such as mortality and melt loss
(i.e., (3)–(6) in section 3) might quickly exceed the limited source term due to less light and nutrient avail-
ability for ice‐algal growth. The ice‐PP peaks in the UVic and UW models are later than those in the
JAMSTEC, UAF‐G, and UAF‐R models throughout the target period of 1980–2009 (Figure 5g). This lag of
several weeks is most obvious in the Eurasian Basin. In this connection, a close relationship between the
bloom timing and the annual total ice‐PP is undetectable in the inter‐model spreads (Figure 7a).

The bloom duration in the Eurasian Basin is a few weeks shorter than in the Chukchi Sea and Canada Basin
(Figure 5h), and the five models produce contrasting decadal trends (Table 5). Small positive trends are
simulated in the JAMSTEC and UWmodels, where the bloom duration has a weak negative correlation with
the spring sea‐ice thickness (|r|= 0.35–0.39, Table 8, Figure 8e). Hence, sea‐ice thinning works toward the
longer bloom in this case (i.e., the type shift from D to A). The increase in the ocean surface nitrate has little
impact on the bloom duration in the JAMSTEC and UWmodels (|r|= 0.07–0.14, Table 8, Figure 8g). The sig-
nificant negative trends in the bloom duration and its correlations with background conditions shown in the
UAF‐G and UAF‐R models are similar to those in the Canada Basin (Tables 5 and 8, Figures 8c–g).

6.4. Barents Sea

The earliest ice‐PP peaks are produced in the Barents Sea (Figure 5g). The multi‐model average is April in
most years and shifts with a trend of −1.44 ± 1.36 day per decade (Table 5). The declines in spring snow
depth and sea‐ice thickness hasten the bloom timing in the UAF‐G model (r = 0.44–0.45, Tables 5 and 7,
Figures 7c–7d). A similar relationship with snow depth appears in the UW model (r = 0.44, Table 7,
Figure 7c). The positive correlation with the sea‐ice nitrate is triggered by an extreme annual peak of 0.20
mmol N m–2 in the JAMSTEC model (r = 0.36, Table 7, Figure 7e). When this peak is excluded, the correla-
tion is reduced to 0.02. The interannual variability in bloom timing ranges over 2 months in the UVic and
UW models, even though major background properties have similar ranges in the five models (Figure 7).
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The bloom duration in the Barents Sea is close to the Chukchi Sea average, and a significant negative trend
of−5.20 ± 1.98 days per decade is simulated only in the UWmodel (Table 5, Figure 5h). The sea‐ice thinning
induces the shorter bloom in the UWmodel (r= 0.41, Table 8, Figure 8e). The UVic model produces a strong
negative correlation between the bloom duration and the annual total ice‐PP (r = −0.46, Table 8, Figure 8a),
as in the central basins (|r|= 0.51–0.69, Table 8, Figure 8a). On the other hand, the smaller ice‐PP is accom-
panied by a shorter bloom in the JAMSTEC and UAF‐G models (r = 0.38–0.46, Table 8, Figure 8a). These
changes are illustrated by a shift from bloom type C to B (A to D) in the former (latter) case, respectively
(Figure 9). Overall, a significant linkage between the bloom timing and duration is detected only in the
JAMSTEC model, where a shorter bloom occurs in earlier spring in the Chukchi Sea and Barents Sea (r =
0.44–0.45, Table 8, Figure 8b), and in later spring with lower correlations for the central basins (|r|= 0.26–
0.33, Table 8, Figure 8b).

6.5. Key Findings

The ice‐PP peak in the Chukchi Sea and Barents Sea regions appears several weeks earlier than in the Canada
and Eurasian Basins (Figure 5g). The bloom timing in each subregion interannually fluctuates within 2
months for each model, and the decadal averages vary within 2 months among the five models. The spring
ice‐algal bloom gradually shifts to an earlier date in all four subregions, especially in the Canada Basin.
The correlation with the annual minimum SIC is low for reasons described in section 5.5, except the UW
model in the central basins. A simulated earlier bloom can be caused by a relaxation of the light limitation,
due to thinner snow and sea ice, whereas the nutricline deepening delays the bloom timing in the Canada
Basin. The bloom duration is comparable among the Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin, and Barents Sea regions
and is somewhat shorter in the Eurasian Basin. The bloom duration mostly shortens over the three decades
in all five models.

With respect to the inter‐model spread, the bloom timing is sensitive to spring sea‐ice thickness. A later ice‐
PP peak appears in the UVic and UW models, which produce thicker spring ice directly and hence limited
light availability. The bloom duration seems to have little linkage with the assessed factors. In the central
basins, the widest range of the bloom duration is simulated in the UVic model, which produces the lowest -
ice‐PP.

A simulated earlier spring bloom is sometimes linked with lower annual total ice‐PP, as suggested by posi-
tive correlations between two properties (Table 7). This relationship is illustrated by a type shift from A to B
or D (Figure 9). Preconditioning with less nutrient availability and/or more rapid release of ice algae driven
by massive meltwater flushing can terminate the spring bloom earlier and cause corresponding reduction in
both the bloom duration and the annual total ice‐PP. On the other hand, it is possible that a shorter bloom is
achieved by larger nitrate contents due to a steeper increment curve of the ice‐PP seasonal transition. A type
shift from C to B (Figure 9) also appears, when the sink terms in the ice‐algal biomass budget such as mor-
tality andmelt loss (i.e., (3)–(6) in section 2.5) exceed the enhanced photosynthesis term in an earlier month.
Thus, the simulated bloom features are complicated, and various type shifts due to different mechanisms are
detected among the four subregions and among the five models, respectively. The evaluation of total ice‐
algal biomass budget, which is out of the scope of the present study, will be an important future task.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

A multi‐model intercomparison of pan‐Arctic ice‐algal productivity (ice‐PP) was conducted within the fra-
mework of the FAMOS project. In particular, the seasonal, interannual, and decadal variations for 1980–
2009 in the four subregions (Chukchi Sea, Canada Basin, Eurasian Basin, and Barents Sea) were discussed.
The spatial distributions of annual total ice‐PP simulated by the five regional or global sea ice‐ocean models
are characterized by a shelf‐basin contrast. A higher annual total ice‐PP is simulated in the Chukchi Sea, the
Laptev Sea, and the Canadian Polar Shelf due to a combination of thinner sea ice and nutrient‐rich condi-
tions relative to those in the central basin region. These models qualitatively reproduce seasonal cycles of
snow, sea‐ice, and ocean properties which impact ice algae, but the amplitudes of ice‐PP and these properties
substantially vary among the four subregions and among the five models, respectively.

The simulated annual total ice‐PP shows no common decadal trend at least for 1980–2009 among the five
models, although the simulated snow depth and sea‐ice thickness are mostly declining over the time
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period. This relationship is similar to the disagreement of long‐term trends in under‐ice phytoplankton PP
among three models, which was suggested in Jin et al. (2016). The correlations with the annual minimum
sea‐ice area in each subregion are quite low, possibly because the September sea‐ice cover is regulated by
mid‐summer weather conditions occasionally producing wind‐driven sea‐ice retreat after the spring ice‐
algal bloom. The model intercomparison indicates that an appropriate balance of a stable ice‐algal habitat
(i.e., sea‐ice cover) and sufficient light penetration to the sea ice‐ocean interface is necessary to retain ice‐
PP. The models suggest that the interannual variability in ice‐PP is clearly larger than the decadal trend
owing to complex interactions among various limiting factors. Another feature in the interannual variability
is a linear relationship of the annual total ice‐PP with the annual peak biomass of ice algae in each subre-
gion, even though the slope of the relationship varies widely among the five models.

The timing of the simulated ice‐algal bloom is a few weeks earlier in the Chukchi Sea and Barents Sea
regions than in the central basins. The multi‐model averages show that the ice‐algal bloom is gradually
shifting toward an earlier date in the four subregions, especially in the Canada Basin. The simulated earlier
bloom is more likely caused by declines in spring snow depth and sea‐ice thickness than by nutrient varia-
bility. The reduction in the annual total ice‐PP is occasionally accompanied by an earlier spring bloom.
The simulated bloom duration mostly shortens for the three decades in the four subregions. However,
the correlation of the bloom duration with snow, sea‐ice, and ocean properties related to ice algae varies
widely among the four subregions and among the five models, respectively. It is plausible that a more rapid
loss through melting terminates the spring bloom earlier. There appear to be various types of seasonal
transition in regionally averaged ice‐PP: long‐massive, short‐massive, long‐gentle, and short‐gentle fea-
tures for 1980–2009 in the five models.

The sea‐ice duration in each year is a key index controlling the ice‐PP. For example, the annual sea‐ice dura-
tion defined using the SIC >0.15 is within 1 month in the Nordic seas except the East Greenland Current
pathway (not shown). No ice‐algal bloom is simulated when sea ice exists only during the polar night period.
On the other hand, the sea‐ice duration, which is approximately half year at the Bering Strait, is still much
longer than the simulated bloom duration in the four subregions. If sea ice retreats earlier under a possible
warming climate in the future, weaker solar radiation before earlier loss of ice‐algal habitat will strongly
restricts ice‐PP as in the Nordic seas.

Some specific features in the individual models are noted. In the JAMSTEC model, moderate sea‐ice thick-
ness and higher nitrate availability assist the ice‐PP in spite of a higher snow cover. In the UAF models, the
ratio of the annual total ice‐PP to the annual peak biomass of ice algae is low. The shelf‐basin contrast of ice‐
PP and ocean surface nitrate is more vivid in the high‐resolution regional version (UAF‐R) relative to the
low‐resolution global version (UAF‐G). In the UVic model, the thicker sea ice and lower availability of
sea‐ice nitrate lead to a lower ice‐PP and later bloom timing. The UW model reaches the highest ice‐PP
due to a larger maximum rate of ice‐algal growth (Vmaxi) per unit biomass.

With respect to the inter‐model spreads, the annual total ice‐PP depends more strongly on the Vmaxi value
rather than on background light and nutrient conditions. The simulated ice‐PP is regulated not only by
the photosynthesis terms but also by the loss processes (e.g., mortality and melting) and lateral advection,
which are not compared in the present study. For example, a high sensitivity of the ice‐algal bloom to mor-
tality terms was reported in Mortenson et al. (2017). The evaluation of all elements in the ice‐algal biomass
budget would further improve the understanding of the ice‐PP characteristics.

At this stage confident validation of annual total ice‐PP is difficult, because observational data covering pan‐
Arctic and decadal scales are highly limited. Note that the in situ ice‐PP estimate is different between 14C
incubation and oxygen‐based methods (McMinn & Hegseth, 2007). Many uncertainties still remain with
respect to ice‐algal model parameterizations, for example, photo‐acclimation, nutrient uptake, seeding to
phytoplankton, zooplankton grazing pressure, and assemblage sinking speed (Steiner et al., 2016).
International studies on sea‐ice biogeochemistry are progressing within the research community on
Biogeochemical Exchange Processes at the Sea‐Ice Interfaces (BEPSII) (e.g., Steiner & Stefels, 2017) and
onMeasuring Essential Climate Variables in Sea Ice (ECV‐Ice). The physiological response to future climate
changes may differ among a couple of functional algal groups (e.g., pennate diatom, centric diatom, flagel-
late, and sub‐ice strands) (van Leeuwe et al., 2018). The impact of multi‐layer habitats influenced by brine
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dynamics and pressure ridging/rafting (Vancoppenolle, Meiners, et al., 2013) on basin‐scale ice‐PP requires
better understanding. Continuous in situ and laboratory measurements to better constrain model formula-
tion and parameter values would be helpful to achieve more consistency among the models. There is even
less quantitative data for the fall bloom magnitude, which affects an accurate estimation of annual total
ice‐PP. Collaborative work with long‐term field expeditions such as represented by the Multidisciplinary
drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC) for 2019–2020 are highly valuable for com-
prehensive understanding of sea‐ice biogeochemical processes.
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